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EXTENT OF THE ONION INDUSTRY 

Onions are among the most widely grown staple vegetables 
produced in the United States. Forty of the forty-eight States 
ship them in carload quantities, and annual shipments total more 
than 20,000 cars. They are marketed during every month of the 
year. The early crop begins in March with the harvesting of 
Bermuda onions in certain hot irrigated sections close to the Mexican 
border. By the ist of June shipments from other southern areas 
have attained considerable volume. This intermediate crop supplies 
the market for the remainder of the summer, with harvest becoming 
more and more general as the season advances. By fall, onions are 
supplied eeetalls from the Northern States. Part of this late crop 
is placed in storage and supplies the country throughout the winter 
and until the early crop begins in the South. Table 1 and Figure 1 
show the relative importance and the shipping season of the leading 
onion-shipping States. 

1The writer isindebted to Dr. A. E. Cance, of Massachusetts Agricultural College, and to F. W. Mally, 
county agricultural agent, Laredo, Tex.,for many valuable suggestions and criticisms, and to Miss Mary 
eae and Miss Lucy Watt for the tabulation of many of the figures used in the charts and tables shown 
in this etin. 

101360°—257 1 
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TaBLE 1.—United States onion shipments (carloads), by months, 1917 to 1923 1 

| | | 1 7 

| | | | Total 
| 2 calen- Total? 

Year Jan. | Feb.| Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. | Nov.} Dec. dar | Crop 
| | | year | Year 

19 See 986 355 232) 2,679) 2,960} 1, 156 678] 1, 434) 2,740) 4, Ae ib a 516} 19, aA 21, 041 
A918 2s3 ee 901] 1, 062} 1, 023} 1, 799] 2, 290} 1, 141) 1,177] 1,921, 3, 075) 4, 211) 2,410, 1,017) 22, 027! 22, 549 
1919--2 2822 1, 488) 1,213) 949) 1, 189} 2, 462 646] 1, 844] 1, 909) 3, 522) 2, 963] 1,702) 987! 20, 874) 20, 549 
S20 S22 S 1, 368) 1, 159 999} 1, 938] 4, 242 607} 1, 030} 1, 918] 3, 675} 4, 910] 2, 918] 1, 186} 25, 950; 28, 223 
197 Se | 2,038] 1, 769) 1, 724) 2, 511) 2, 559 822) 1, 482) 2, 048) 3, 361) 2, 608} 1, 248) 1, 148} 23. 318) 20, 767 
OZ ae ae 1, 724) 1,011 719} 3, 085} 2, 301 937! 1,695) 2, 497) 4, 603} 5, 129) 2, 185) 1, 677 27, 563} 29, 783 
hiya ee he 2 110 1, 484) 1,569 1,370) 2, 541 13) Ie a 2, 243} 3, 865 4,940} 2, 676) 1, SI 26, ol ee Se 

| | | 

1 Figures are corrected to Jan. 1, 1924. ‘The more recent ones are subject to minor revisions. 
2 The totals indicated represent the shipments by seasons. For example, the 1917 crop was marketed 

during 1917 and 1918; the 1918 crop during 1918 and 1919, etc. 

LEADING ONION STATES 

THOUSANDS APPROXIMATE SHIPPING SEASONS 
ae © | 2 3 4 5 BASED ON CARLOT SHIPMENTS FOR 7 YEARS 1916-1922 

ea 
TEX. 4328] eae 

CALIF. 4,185 

N.J. 715 | | | 
CARLOT 

IOWA 689M) Sevens 
RRS ERE 1917-1921 

IND. 1,867 

OHIO 2,069 

MASS. 2,908 / 

NY 2,725 Wldé5é5ata[ro(h WLLL 
ee ere] oe be as ee 

MICH. 456 Wluu“a“G”»nmtbtdttbtttbbbt 
(ieee ae es BS Pe 

Oo | 2 3 4 +5 MAR APR. MAY JUNEJULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. 
BEER SHIPPING SEASON OF BULK OF THE BERMUDA ONION CROP 

Fig. 1.—Relative importance and approximate shipping seasons (based on earliest and latest shipping 
dates). Onions are grown in large quantities in many States, but Texas and California together produce 
over one-third of all onions grown in the United States and shipped in carload quantities. Nearly all 
Bermuda onions are grown in the southern portions of these two States. The principal Bermuda onion 
movement (indicated by crosshatching) occurs during April, May, and June. As the season progresses 
new onions of other varieties gradually begin moving from more northern areas. Some of the late onions 
are pineod in storage and continue to supply the market through the winter. California ships the year 
roun 

Between 85 and 90 per cent of the onions shipped during April, 
May, and June are of a mild-flavored type known as Bermudas. 
The conditions surrounding the marketing of Bermudas are very 
different from those under which the main crop is marketed, and for 
this reason this type of onion was selected for a special marketing 
study.” 3 

Information in this bulletin regarding prices and market con- 
ditions was secured directly from growers, shippers, buyers, re- 
ceivers, and other dealers, by officials of the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, who were located in the producing sections 
and in the principal consuming centers of the country during the 
years covered. Information regarding carlot movement and dis- 
tribution was obtained daily from the transportation officials over 
whose lines the tonnage passed. Data thus obtained from original 
authoritative and diversified sources were assembled daily, verified, 

? Information regarding the production and harvesting of this crop is found in Bulletin No. 46 of the 
Texas Department of Agriculture: The Bermuda Onion, by F. W. Mally. 
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telegraphed to shipping points, and issued as a daily report to growers, 
dealers, and others interested, in order to facilitate the efficient 
distribution of the crop. 

In addition to the daily market news service, the department 
supervised the distribution of empty cars to growers in 1918 in 
order that the most efficient use might be made of the short supply; 
stimulated organization among growers; cooperated with Texas 
in the establishment of an inspection service at shipping points; 
maintained an inspection service in consuming centers; conducted 
investigations into the best methods of loading; and developed and 
recommended standard Bermuda onion grades. 

COMMERCIAL PRODUCING AREAS 

Bermuda onion production reaches commercial importance in 
only three places in the United States—southern Texas, the Coach- 
ella Valley of California, and to asmall extent, Louisiana. Southern 

TEXAS 
SCALE -MILES 

————————SES———— 

50 0 50 100 150 200 250 

| 
‘ 
' 

‘ 
' 

Texarkana 

°/O/T Worth ; 
“Longview 

exas CiTy 
Ga/veston 

Fic. 2.—Texas Bermuda onion-growing areas. The southern Texas Bermuda growing area, which pro- 
duces annually 80 per cent of the domestic Bermuda onions shipped, is divided by railroad and irrigation 
conditions into three distinct districts—the upper counties, the Laredo section, and the lower Rio Grande 
Valley. The cities shown outside of the producing areas are the principal Texas diversion points 

Texas has grown annually 80 per cent or more of the Bermuda 
onions of the United States. 

The first commercial shipment of Texas Bermuda onions seems 
to have been made from Cotulla, Tex., in 1900. Results were so 
satisfactory that the acreage was rapidly increased, and 3,000 to 
5,000 cars are now shipped from southern Texas. 

The Texas area varies somewhat from year to year, but the prin- 
cipal shipping sections are as follows: 

1. The Laredo section, a narrow strip along the American side 
of the Rio Grande in Webb County, close to Laredo. This section 
ships nearly a third of the Texas Bermudas. 
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2. The upper counties section, including the counties of Maverick, 
Zavalla, Dimit, LaSalle, Frio, and contiguous counties. Nearly half 
of the Texas shipments come from this section. 

3. The lower Rio Grande Valley and Gulf coast section, including 
Hidalgo and Cameron Counties at the extreme lower tip of Texas. 

A few cars are usually shipped from various other points in Texas, 
especially southern Texas and the vicinity of Corpus Christi. A map 
of the Texas producing area is shown in Figure 2. Table 2 shows in 
detail the shipping points and the changes from year to year. 

TABLE 2.—Carlot shipments of Texas Bermuda onions, by stations 

1919 | 1920 | 1921 | 1922 1919 | 1920 | 1921 | 1922 

‘Rotal- 3212 4. es 2, 835 | 5,002 | 4,126 | 4, 286 || Las Vegas____________ 12 (4) Gye ier 
Leming 222. S222 | ae ee | ee 1 

Maino 222 ees. Tia jive anes 143 6 13° || eytord® 225 eee Pee 2 3h eee 
FASHenton= 2s seen 566 689 733 6455} oIMad ero === ae ee 2 (4) Gye twee2 
ALIS GR eee eed ieee 1 Mereedes:-22=22-<2 55+ eee De Eee ee 
BIg. Wielis. = a 283 619 519 395a| se Alleni= en ee 5 77 7 17 
iBTUNGAl esee2 see 7 1 (1) a See ees MiekKinney. 22. 8a 22 2) a ee ee 2 
12 iran |e ee ae 85 (4) Gaga aMalletis a= See oe 2 4 3 g 
Calatlenad 22a 2 ae 5 31 j1 8:1) IMiission= ae eee 33 | 260 8 1 
Carrizo Springs___-_-_- 36 171 378 309: vioorel 2 Saree ee | ees Bd Nacotas Sel yao 8 
Charlotte: .. Stas Seat | See Bie 10 4 : New California______- 6 | (1) (Ly ecrfeel tm 2 
@hildress=2 ss. 40 (1) Qype ess Odem:. 222" 233 ee Se ee eee 3 
Corpus Christi_______ 21 155 109 TiS at Pearsall a4 et 54 214 113 67 
Cotwlge 2 sss ee 102 229 166 SID. | Pharr 2-6 eee eee ce 28: \|Ssee322 8 
CrystaliCity== === 196 176 283 39) <1) Pleasanton. 25-2 === o4| sees 5 il ee 1 
Derby. ee eee 70 142 96 LAL Rote iee as ae ee ee 12 i Sy gh Oe ene a se 
Devine ties r8e sea 37 118 91 46 |} Premont2° 22-28 <a ls oa ee ee 2 
Dilleyet ae ee 2 | 11 1 if} oBriniee tons Sees |e |S eee 3 
DONA. eee | eG} CiLaYl Rs See ee ee Raymondsville_______|_______ 23 DAW tale eee 
aclespassesesses oem 22 55 44 SOs -Richondos a= eas () 7 isl Gerad) Yoel eee Be 
Wbhenezers25 2 at 8 (1) C0 ies ae Rio Hondo! 2. +a Cd meee | (oS We 
EGinburg-- 2 2 era See 7 fe | SERN a Bs a Robstown 222 2 abe ee eee 1 
1Di1(O 10%) eee 1s | 3 12 1 a ff FROCK Galeso2 c= ese | | ae i Loy Cd eae 
Fowlerton__-=-_=----- |Eeewe ee | 63 63 24-\/ Same bl ordy Cel =e s= ae eee 98 7: 3 eS ee 
Harhncens =.= [aaa | 13 ASS a Nes i: SanvBenito= ess |= ee Lil ese ee S| bee, | Se 
icoheld-tes: fae [336] ayh enc) greta San Juan_...-------- 13 | 70e seal a 
Kenedy aes: = soem eee cere Ving] eres Siesal| Leesa Pens an Gav Weare ee eet ees | eee ets Pe eee eae) Pas Fae 
eaten a se ee eee | Se 155 | se ee Ee Sharyland ==) 2 18 (4) @)= SAE 
Pasbryor ae ae | 14 52 24 OSD MiCtOnine se ee Sees 2a $0)S eee oe ee 2 
Waredos = sea | 979 | 1,286 | 1,315 | 1, 621 | Unelassified_________-_ | 89 106 894 pike 

i I i 

1 Nonagency station, billing accomplished at nearest billing station. 

The above tabulation also includes shipments from a number of 
nonagency stations which are not listed, the shipments being in- 
cluded with those reported for agency stations. 

The Calfornia-Bermuda growing area is located piper in the 
Coachella Valley, between the San Bernardino and the San Jacinto 
mountains in Riverside County, although a few are grown in the 
Imperial Valley in Imperial County. The principal shipping points 
are Coachella, Thermal, Indio, Brawley, and Imperial. 

The Louisiana Bermuda district is small and located principally 
in Lafourche Parish. Most of the Louisiana onions are Creoles, a 
type differing from the Bermuda. 

Nearly all of the Bermuda production in both Texas and Cali- 
fornia occurs in a hot, dry climate, under irrigation, where cheap 
labor is available. In the Laredo section irrigating is done by means 
of the individual power plants of each grower. Force pumps raise 
the water from the Rio Grande and send it in huge flumes to the 
fields or to reservoirs on the hillsides whence ditches conduct the 
water to the fields. In the lower Rio Grande Valley larger irrigation 
projects are the rule. Artesian-wells and the Nueces and Frio Rivers 
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are the sources of water in the upper counties. In the Coachella 
Valley, Calif., artesian wells are the source of water. The Colorado 
River supplies the Imperial Valley. 
Much labor is required in the growing of Bermuda onions, because 

of the large amount of hand work necessary in the various operations; 
srowing sets from seed, transplanting, hoeing, irrigating, harvesting, 
and grading. (See fig. 3.) In Texas this work 1s largely done by 
Mexican families who live in these sections; in California, Japanese are 
employed as well. 

Fic. 3.—Grading Bermuda onions in the field 

VARIETIES OF BERMUDA ONIONS 

Two varieties of Bermuda onions are grown commercially, the 
Crystal Wax or White Bermuda and the Yellow Bermuda.* Both 
varieties are of the flat type. Certain classes of trade prefer the white 
variety and are willing to pay a premium for good Crystal Wax over 
Yellow, but the yellow onion is the more popular commercially, and 
and as a rule constitutes about 90 per cent of the crop. The Crystal 
Wax variety makes up the other 10 per cent. These begin to move 
a few days after the first shipments of Yellow and are all marketed 
within the first few weeks. They are more easily injured by hot 
weather, rain, or rough handling than the Yellow. ; 
Bermuda onions have a mild flavor compared with northern-grown 

or late onions. ‘They are more perishable in nature and do not store 
successfully, so the crop must be marketed within a short period 
after harvest. 

SEASONAL PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS 

The principal characteristic of the Bermuda-onion movement as 
compared with that of northern onions is the short period within 
which Bermudas are marketed. Except for a few cars, practically 
all of the movement takes place within a period of 12 weeks and three- 
fourths of it between the third and seventh weeks, inclusive. Ninety 
per cent of the carlot shipments have usually been marketed by the 
end of the eighth week. (Fig. 4.) 

§ The seedsmen of the Canary Islands refer to three varieties of Bermudas—the Crystal Wax, the White 
Bermuda (known in the United States as the Yellow Bermuda), and the Red Bermuda. 
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Texas Bermudas usually begin moving to market about the first 
of April and reach highest volume near the close of the month. By 
the end of May or early June they are mostly out of the production 
areas. The California movement takes place principally during May 
and early June. New stock other than from California is a very 
minor factor until after most of the Texas crop is marketed, although 
a few cars move from Louisiana and other southern areas during 
May and June. The Texas crop practically controls the market 
during April, May, and June. 

SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEXAS BERMUDA MOVEMENT 

PERCENTAGE 
OF SEASONAL ——_ 

io 
90 A ; 

; a ee : 2 = 70 | 

4 Accumulative 

60 7 a a 

a Sea ee 50 ; / | | | 

| Percentage Movement 

/| 

|e ce | 40 as S : — 

Si iba fk se atta wc 
30 j j 1h | | 

- Percentage of | 
| v4 Movement Each Week 

20 a E | ; | | ) 

ei IF | é | 
10 L | | | 

g  ftesalete| to alot ae oo 
) I 2 3 - 5 6 re 8 9 10 II 12 

WEEKS OF MOVEMENT 

Fic. 4.—Practically all Bermuda onions are marketed within a space of 12 weeks in the spring. Three- 
fourths are marketed between the third and seventh week, inclusive. ‘The chart shows the percentage 
of the crop that will usually have been marketed at the end of any given week 

In every year studied except 1920 an initial heavy shipment has 
been followed by a sharp decline early in May and another peak ship- 
ment thereafter. This decline has been partly due to the rains which 
have occurred at that time, and partly the result of the dwindling of 
the output from the Laredo and lower valley sections before the 
heaviest shipments from the upper counties and California have 
begun. In 1920, when there were no heavy rains to interrupt 
harvesting, Texas shipments reached the highest in eight years. 

The heaviest Bermuda shipment from California usually occurs 
late in May at about the same time as the second heavy movement 
from Texas. 

Exceptional shipments of Bermudas have occurred as early as 
March 1 and as late as September 28. A striking characteristic of 
the Bermuda season during the four years, 1916 to 1919 inclusive, 
was the successive retarding of the first shipments of the season. 
(See Table 3.) The earliest carlot shipments during these years from 
Texas were March 1, 1916, March 17, 1917, April 1, 1918, and April 
8, 1919. The increasing tardiness seems to have been due principally 
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to freezes and cold weather, and scarcity of labor, which made it im- 
possible for many growers to plant and harvest their crops for the 
earliest market. 
brought early shipments again. 

Return of a more plentiful labor supply in 1920 

TABLE 3.—Weekly carlot shipment of onions during the domestic Bermuda season 

Total 
Ber- 

1916 } 

ToralinewustoGka = nan oe 
Texas Bermudas___-____ 4, 522 
California Bermudas___ 251 
Miscellaneous new 

1917 | 

fRotaloldistocke == a alae oeee 
Motalnewsstock@e=. ses 
Texas Bermudas___ ____ 5, 892 
California Bermudas__- 494 | 
Miscellaneous new 

StOCKs2 Sa ee {aan oe | 

Motaloldsstocks=s.=-seelen sss = 
Total new stock_____-_- (oes ea 
Texas Bermudas_______ 3, 563 
California Bermudas___) 
Miscellaneous new 

Total old stock_____-__- fe es 
OLA laMeWwaSLOG Ks eats 
Texas Bermudas-_-_____ | 2, 835 
California Bermudas___| 336 
Miscellaneous new 

StOCK He ees SESS ee et ers 

Motalioldistockes = =a |e 
Gh newsStoCk==—— == ls 5-2 
Texas Bermudas______-_ 5, 038 
California Bermudas___}| 1, 177 
Miscellaneous new 

St OC Keen eee na Ae 

1921 

Motaloldistock==_=— [ke 
shoralmew:stock=s= = 4ele 
Texas Bermudas____-___ 4,011 
California Bermudas___ 899 | 
Miscellaneous new 
SLOG Ke ete sess se | eee 

California Bermudas___} 1, 251 
Miscellaneous new 
SHO Kee tee ee ee a oF Re 

1923 

Movsvold. Stocks ss" 2-22 
Total new stock_______-_ (eo <ie8 
Texas Bermudas_______ 2, 809 
California Bermudas___ 706 
Miscellaneous new 

18 
mudas| Mar.} Mar.| Apr. 

1 25 

260 | 552 
3260 | 546 

eee 6 

55 40 
1 1 
1 1 

Cem. 15 
ree eS a 
if Saces 1 

ae 119 

220 | 118 
6 13 
6 | 213 

253 | 144 
24 | 213 

2'24|| “213 

80 70 
13 | 124 
9 | 27113 

4 11 

310} 204 
11 1 

211 1 

Apr. 
8 

Weeks ending— 

Apr.| Apr. | Apr.}| May | May | May] May 
15 22 29 6 13 20 27 

472 582 | 459 550 727 515 379 
467 576 442 465 | 4604 369 265 

Te SS | ee Reon | ee ree | eee 55 62 58 55 

5 6 il7y 30 61 88 59 

10 1 2 3 | eae 3 
556 900 | 917 732 540 753 717 
556 900 | 4914 25 522 626 471 

Shae S| tS ea | ed ae 1 81 184 

Sees) eae ee 3 7 17 46 62 

85 125 84 61 13 4 3 
192 398 621 282 518 | 710 544 
191 387 613 235 421 | 4 586 440 

Paes cee se 1 32 70 105 74 

1 11 1 1165) 20 19 30 

80 68 46 17 nal Pee 2 
47 247 498 405 569 758 523 

247 246 | 496 392 505 | 4 600 325 
eA es | RE 2 10 60 107 91 

Es Mpa eis aa 3 4 51 107 

27 54 2O's| eee PYG ee A | eke 
126 5055139285) 118 one 225 903 830 
126 504 | 877 982 | 1929] 583 578 

SN || Ae 38 197 266 280 213 

5 ee it 13 6 30 40 39 

137 82 57 38 35 23 25 
413 429 665 605 656 | 678 427 
413 428 | 4662 581 583 408 238 
ee 1 3 24 73 268 184 

Pee | eer | Se ee oe ne a 2 5 

91 Ws Bell A NE ee Nea ra | Le Satea |enaee 
904 | 1,091 719 442 916 462 414 
889 |41,080 | 689 378 669 163 100 

2 8 30 61 229 288 298 

13 ahh eee 3 18 11 16 

105 94 54 20 3 | ee 
88 301 507 666 579 693 434 
87 297 493 | 4592 423 459 233 
1 2 13 70 152} 224 165 

2 1 4 4 10 36 

1 Figures for old stock not available for 1916. 
2 First week with 10 or more carloads. 
3 Includes one carload Texas Bermudas shipped Mar. 1, 1916. 
4 Peak Bermudas. 
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TABLE 3.— Weekly carlot shipment of onions during the domestic Bermuda season— 
Continued 

| Weeks ending— 

June | June | June | June | July | July | July | July | July ue 
10 17 24 1 8 15 22 or 

ept. 

1916 1 

‘Rotalmew- Stock —--=--2-- 170 39 50 24 Oo ee es Seiae | ee ee Apis 
Rexas Bermudas==« == = ss 105 4 11 gC 2 Se a foe Pe eee ee i eee pe 
California Bermudas-_--_-_------ 18 | ee SSeS oye ee | Ee ae eee [ae as 
Miscellaneous new stock_-_ ___- 47 33 39 19 Ole |) BS ee Se ee | See eee 

1917 

Motalold:stocke 22. = ese FE Se EP | a | eer |e a | eee a eh 4 
Motalmew,Stock=5--+ 2s Ses 568 340 250 193 116 75 142 209 180 | 3,850 
(RexasSppenmll dass es aes 382 202 172 121 42 14 5 3 4 49 
California Bermudas_-________- 126 79 21 2 io 2 Beko 2c oe alee oe es tee se 
Miscellaneous new stock --_-_-_- 60 59 57 70 74 61 137 206 176 | 3,801. 

1918 | 

Wotalioldistock#--=<822- = 1 je) epee omer Gee ie (epee wea MMe a) care el I [ick weet 
Notalmew:stocks == ss. —= eee 377 175 172 328 358 263 291 226 247 474 
Mexas -Bermudas==-) ee Se 280 97 60 68 35 19 ll 16 10 10 
California Bermudas__________ 47 12 14 4 Gul ee | ee ee oe [5 hoagie 
Miscellaneous new stock ______ 50 66 98 256 S17 244 280 210 237 464 

1919 

Totalold Stocks ee oe eee al eee eel Rreipeteraea Pere yep (ae ee | eee ed ee ha Se 
‘Rotalmewsstock=——— = 300 181 113 38 2A 2 ee ee ae el eee 
hexas:Bermuadase=. =e ee 150 51 18 352 ee Ee | ee 
California Bermudas__________ 56 LO f]2 8 oe Eee 5 ee eee ees |e 
Miscellaneous new stock ______ 94 120 95 35 PA jal (eerie ies seem) ees OE et 2) as 

1920 

Total Old Stock. 23 oo cnt fs IE ee a a ce] eee | Og | 
Rotalnew Stock ====— ee 408 175 110 92 116 173 227 193 267 | 2,785 
eCXASs CLONNIGaS == eee 239 82 30 15 11 16 23 8 Sun ee 
California Bermudas_________- 142 24 8 5 1 1 i a eee | (et 1 
Miscellaneous new stock ______ 27 69 72 72 104 156 203 185 262 | 2, 784 

1921 

Rotcaloldistock== a ae 17 Bale saesocy SPs ee a | a ee ce 
‘RotalimnewiStock=—— eee 71 171 7 148 314 226 274 355 407 | 5,048 
MexaSsBenmudas = ae 66 20 14 7 7 mV Meas a Sad OH (esate See Eee 
California Bermudas__________ 172 124 32 5 3 2 3 2 1 
Miscellaneous new stock-_-_____ 33 27 32 136 305 220 272 350 405 | 5,047 

1922 

Total oldistocks_ 2.3220 222 Safe es a a a ee ee ee | ee eee 
Rotalinew: Stocks) ee 224 144 215 306 233 Poe eee eee 
whexas Bermudas. ee 39 17 6 13 Goo 2 Se ee eee ees 
California Bermudas__________ 156 57 79 36 6): th Seek ee SS eee eee 
Miscellaneous new stock ______ 29 70 130 257 221 | es 2 len eee oe ee eee 

1923 

Total old stock :.-2.222-: 520 2)2s2=5-6] oe Re a ee es ee ee | ee 
otalmow:Stocks— ee 253 112 4) |b ao Se | ee 
TexassBermidass..s.. 2 See 145 36 10} BS ee ee eee | eee 
California Bermudas___-------- 64 14.28 2.2 | ee. a, TS eee Se Bote ss 
Miscellaneous new stock _____- 44 62 Ob fee | ee ee ee ar ee Nn 

1 Figures for old stock not available for 1916. 

The years 1920 to 1923 show the increasing efforts of growers to 
put their onions on the high-priced early market. The peak move- 
ment was a week or two earlier each year, with the heaviest week in 
1922 exactly a month earlier than in 1919. Growers began trans- 
planting on October 25 for the 1923 season and were through by 
December 1, as compared with the usual date—December 25; but 
their efforts were frustrated by a frost, which caught the onions in an 
unusually advanced state. 
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The heaviest weekly shipment of the eight years, 1,225'cars, occurred 
the week ended May 13,1920. The usual peak has been about 700 
cars. The heaviest day’s shipment from Texas was on May 6, 1920, 
209 cars. One hundred cars a day usually constitutes a good day’s 
shipment. The heaviest annual movement of the eight years 
occurred in 1917. Nearly 6,000 cars were shipped, over twice the 
number that moved in 1923, the year of smallest production. Cali- 
fornia shipments have become much more important since 1919, the 
heaviest movement occurring in 1922. 

Shipments of Bermudas were heavy in 1917 and 1920 primarily 
because of a high yield per acre, in turn because of weather conditions. 
They were low in 1919 and 1921 principally because of a reduced 
acreage. In 1919 the yield per acre was above the average, but the 
oreatly reduced acreage induced by the low prices of the year before 
contracted shipments to the lowest point of the period. The present 
tendency is for every grower to plank about the same proportion of 
his acreage to Bermudas year after year. In 1922 acreage was in- 
creased. In 1923 the acreage was slightly increased but the very 
ereat reduction in yield per acre of merchantable stock so reduced 
shipments that the Bermuda movement was smaller than that of any 
year except 1919. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SHIPMENTS 

Table 4 shows the distribution of Texas onion shipments, sum- 
marized by States and geographical divisions. Nearly 80 per cent 
of Texas carlot shipments are finally destined to points within the 
territory east of the Mississippi and north of the Potomac River, a 
territory which embraces only 48 per cent of the population of the 
United States according to the 1920 census. The concentration of 
shipments within this area is graphically shown in Figure 5. The 
first six cities listed consume more than half of the Texas shipments. 

TaBLE 4.—Primary distribution of Bermuda-onion shipments (carloads), by geo- 
graphical sections, 1915-1922 

| | | | 
| | ' S 8 

| 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 | = 19 

Group E g z £ & = ea a |Pelgs 
oe ee G 5 A [Palas 
aor ede LSet Sl |S on |e Le BS 
iS < ~ pa ae So |S ro = ees BSE Wee ES 
lan ei = (>) as} 3S o a oO es] D Ss ¢ Q 

SS) & je po|-e }o| & | o fe E le lola [6 
© het poo ee a ee We ee evra nS Peli ol tcl. eo ee 
New England___---.---.-- 104} 348] 487) 182] 29 our] 5 350| a 349 is 317| 6| 320| 29 
Middle Atlantic____.----_- 847| 921/1,858| 989} 18| 838) 4/1,387| 119/1,492/ 311,757| 121/1,320| 59 
South Atlantic__-...----_- DE t45) 236)" 195), 2) L9G ses) 252 2| 254 1 216 5} 214; 2 
East North Central__..____ 154| 763/1,321| 567| 123] 575| 82\1,175| 502| 751| 255] 904] 281! 865) 249 
West North Central______- 474| 727| 686| 564] 70| 321| 86] 667| 265| 684| 232) 275| 271| 561! 185 
East South Central________ Seay any C1 7 | ee 7(5) x Bee| FON 08) Nala We fk 'O9Io- W130 1) ae | eee 
West South Central______- 790/1,055| 576} 265| 64| 291| 97| 727, 44/ 387] 19| 332] 140] 519) 73 
ap rnitae8 ce 43 82| 39] 29] 15] 20] 48] 28] 42] 11| 61] 20] 50| 22 
PAraic? Sood ers ee 4. 14) 26|" 5) -36|._-— Aol ees 127, 3] 150; 30] 188] 11) 109 
OCT OE! er ae 8] 40} 106] 36) 2} 38)...) 74) 2} 47; 1/ 53| 11] 56] 3 
ee SIRS: Goes Cae el 2 4 eee ee eae eae ee) pe) ee 19 {222 
Wuknown-¢-2 52-2 (@ | 368} 440} 438).__} 252)___| 49)_-.--|_____|__-_}_ 322) ____- 267|__ 

PO uARe ot We vs * 2 5054, ae B21, 363| 3732, 835] 336 5, 038 1, 178i 120| 718 4, By ES) 731 
| | | 

1 1916-1922. 
2 In 1915 known destinations only are given, because complete records are not available. 
3 Sei represent number of carloads traced annually for California, because complete records are not 

available. 
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The California crop su 
reaches Chicago and the 
diverted in transit to such an extent that it is difficult to obtain 
figures of final destinations. 

The apparent consumption of California stock in Texas is really 
explained by the number of diversions at El Paso. 
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lies the West, but about half of it finally 
ast. (See fig. 6.) The California crop is 

The apparent 
consumption at Kansas City is also partly due to reconsignments 
from that point. 
Bermuda shipments are made primarily to the large cities. The 

20 cities named in Figure 5 take 73 per cent of the Texas crop. 
Eighty per cent of all American-grown Bermuda shipments go to 
cities of 100,000 or more inhabitants, although cities of this size com- 
prise only 26 per cent of the population. 
plied by reconsignments or partial carloads, from the larger cities. 

Table 5 shows destinations, from 1915 to 1922 for Texas ship- 
ments and from 1918 to 1922 for California shipments. 
many diversions are made from such points as 

The smaller places are sup- 

A great 
t. Louis, Kansas 

City, and points in Texas for which complete data are not available. - 
Statements regarding final destinations are based on this table, and 
on a special study of diversions made in 1919. 

TaBLE 5.—Geographical distribution of American-grown Bermuda-onion shipments 

[(D) indicates important diversion point] 
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TaBLE 5.—Geographical distribution of American-grown Bermuda-onion ship- 
ments—Continued 
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TABLE 5.—Geographical distribution of American-grown Bermuda-onion ship- 
ments—Continued 

1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 

1915, Texas 1916, Texas 
| California 

California, 5- 
year average 

White pry | 1 1 
Junction® 222228) flat 22 S)5° Pays es Ser aa al es ae ee eee | ee lees eae | Seal See 

Lynchburg--_-___- 3 
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TABLE 5.—Geographical distribution of American-grown Bermuda-onion ship- 
ments—C ontinued 

1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 

7-year 

average 

California, 5 
year average 

| 1915, Texas | 1916, Texas 
1917, Texas California Texas, 

Canada—C ontinued. 

SS ee ee es ee ee ee eee Cee eee) eee 

A more widespread primary distribution of carload shipments 
among the smaller places would probably result in moving the entire 
crop more profitably. In seasons of unusually large crops or low 
prices distribution is more general. The average number of cities 
to which shipments of Texas Bermudas are made is 215, California 
Bermudas 52, all-American Bermudas 232; but in the short-crop 
season of 1919, the respective primary destinations were only 154, 
29, and 167, as compared with 262,77, and 293 in the heavy-crop 
year 1920. The difference in number of cities to which cars were 
destined was due to a more thorough supply of the markets within 
the same radius. So long as prices received are satisfactory, shippers 
send cars in accustomed directions, and only when forced to do so 
by an unusually large crop or low prices do they make an unusual 
effort to find new consuming centers. 

Cities of 25,000 population are usually considered large enough 
to consume Bermuda onions in carload quantities. But distribution 
of carloads to cities of this size is not so general as is desirable. Ac- 
cording to the 1920 census, there were 287 incorporated places in 
the United States having a population of 25,000 or more. Of these 
54 were located either in metropolitan areas or so close to the larger 
cities that shipment for the smaller places would ordinarily be re- 
corded as destined to the larger ones. Of the remaining 233 cities, 
156 received an average of at least 1 car of Texas or California Ber- 
mudas annually, 30 cities received an occasional car but not enough 
to average even 1 car a year, and 47 cities did not receive a single car 
of Texas or California Bermudas during the entire 8-year period 
according to primary destinations as given by railroad reports. 
Some towns of less than 25,000 population are markets for Ber- 

muda onions in carloads. Out of 279 towns of less than 25,000 popu- 
lation that received carloads of either Texas or California Bermudas 
during the 8-year period, 52 per cent received a car for only 1 year, 
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15 per cent for 2 years, 12 per cent for 3 years, 6 per cent for 4 years, 
and 15 per cent for 5 years or more. Evidently there is a large 
undeveloped market among towns of less than 25,000 population. 

Although Bermuda onions are grown in the South, the distribu- 
tion is primarily to the North. The per capita supply in 1920 was 
nearly twice as heavy for the Northern as for the Southern States 
and if final destinations were obtainable, the proportion would prob- 
ably be greater, for many cars are here recorded as destined to points. 
in Texas or Louisiana which eventually reach northern points. 

For the entire United States, the per capita supply of all-American- 
grown Bermuda onions was 1.30 pounds in 1920. The relation of 
Bermuda primary distribution to population by sections and per 
capita supply is shown in Table 5. 

Domestic Bermuda onions have been shipped directly to points 
in every State except Nevada, according to railroad reports, to most 
of the Provinces of Canada, and to Cuba. They have been shipped 
directly to 480 different cities in the United States and 29 in Canada; 
but the distribution has been more or less sporadic to the smaller 
places, because shippers were afraid that other shipments might 
arrive at the same time and glut the local market. The leading 
markets seem safer when a shipper must guess what the other man 
is likely to do. 

The United States Department of Agriculture has maintained an 
office in the Texas producing territory each season to publish daily 
the destinations and diversions as given by railroad officials. This 
information enables a grower or shipper to know most of the move- 
ment far enough ahead so that he can divert his car when the original 
destination would apparently receive too greatasupply. Astill more 
effective method has been in operation whereby the principal shippers 
meet daily in the office of the representative of the department and 
each man present states the number of cars he intends to ship and 
their destination. The expected destinations are then entered on 
a blackboard and resulting changes made by the shippers are entered. 

METHODS OF SALE 

Several methods of marketing are open to the Texas grower, de- 
pending upon his acreage, his financial strength, his relations with 
the trade locally and at the terminal markets, his knowledge of 
market conditions, and his judgment as to the method most profit- 
able at a given time. 

SALE THROUGH DEALER WHO HAS FINANCED THE GROWER 

1. The dealer advances about $40 an acre to the grower to aid 
him in raising the crop, under an agreement by which the dealer is 
given the refusal of every car at the market price on the day loaded. 
The dealer takes the amount of the loan out of the first cars mar- 
keted. Interest may or may not be charged, depending upon the 
season and locality. In addition, the dealer takes either a given 
amount per crate or a commission on the total sales for his services 
in financing and selling the crop. 

2. In a similar arrangement, the farmer grows and harvests the 
crop, the dealer finances and sells it and the net receipts are divided 
between them in an agreed ratio. 
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Neither of these methods of sale is now used as much as formerly 
in the Laredo section, because more of the growers are now able to 
finance themselves. However, more than half of the upper counties 
acreage was financed by dealers in 1922. 

SALES BY CONTRACT 

The grower may contract to sell his crop to a speculator several 
months before harvest at an agreed price per crate for stock of a 
given quality, or he may wait until harvest begins and then sell the 
entire crop on similar terms. When onions are sold before harvest 
they are said to be ‘‘contracted.”’ 

CASH SALES AT SHIPPING POINT 

1. A few of the very small growers sell on the wagonload basis 
‘‘eash at car door,’ but this method is not general. 

2. Most growers load straight carloads of their own stock. These 
are then sold to local buyers as loaded, for cash; or to distant buyers, 
usually on a bank guarantee. In the latter case, the buyers’ bank 
uarantees the account. The onions become the property of the 
uyer when loaded in the car, on the shipper’s switch. Such sales 

are generally described as “‘f. 0. b. cash track’’ or “f. 0. b. cash 
track to growers.’’ The latter term is used to describe those sales 
made in carloads by growers as distinguished from dealers’ sales. 
A differential sometimes exists between the two, especially if the 
individual grower is located where there is little competition between 
dealers. 

SALES THROUGH AN AGENT ON CONSIGNMENT 

1. If a car is sold through a commission house in the city it is said 
to be “sold for the account”’ of the growers. The commission house 
deducts from the money received for the car a percentage of the gross 
receipts for commission, the transportation charges, and other ex- 
penses, such as cartage. The balance is remitted to the grower. 

2. A grower may also sell on a brokerage or commission basis 
through a local dealer. This method is generally used when the 
dealers decline to take the risk of outright purchase, because of either 
market conditions or the condition of the stock. 

3. If the grower is a carlot shipper, he may ship to a broker who 
will sell the onions for the grower at destination for a uniform charge 
per car. 
A grower usually sells through a broker or commission house when 

he believes the local offers are lower than he can net by assuming 
the costs and risks of transportation and market declines. 

COGPERATIVE SALES 

In 1913 and the years preceding, an association of the growers 
handled most of the Texas crop by cooperative methods, the sales 
manager of the association distributing the carloads to the country’s 
markets from his office in San Antonio and selling very largely 
f. o. b. destination. After this association went out of existence 
very little cooperative selling was done for several years except in 
cases where small growers informally cooperated by assembling a 
carload to be sold in any of the customary ways. During the 1920 
and 1921 seasons cooperative associations were organized in the 
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Mission and the Asherton sections, but did not handle any large 
portion of the Texas crop. 

In July, 1922, under the auspices of the farm bureau, an associa- 
tion of growers was organized, which established seven local associa- 
tions for marketing the onions of the upper counties. This associa- 
tion marketed most of the crop from the upper counties section in 
1923. The associated growers were also able to secure $50 an acre 
for members’ production purposes and to buy $80,000 worth of crates, 
on time, by means of association notes. A force of field inspectors | 
was employed which succeeded in improving the quality of the 
erading and pack to such an extent that prices were often secured 
25 cents per crate higher than on onions handled through other 
channels. A firm was selected as sales agent that had previously 
handled a large percentage of the onions from this section. 

SALES DIRECT TO WHOLESALE DEALERS 

Some of the larger growers sell direct to dealers in various cities. 
Sometimes the car is started toward a diversion point (usually Taylor 
or Texarkana, Tex., or St. Louis) and sold en route by telegraph. 
Such a car is said to be ‘‘rolled unsold.”’ The price and terms are 
fixed by telegraphic offer and acceptance. If satisfactory ‘‘wire 
orders”? are not forthcoming, the car may be sold at destination. 
In some cases the car is sent direct to a carlot receiver or wholesale 
merchant who has bought the car for a certain price, subject to in- 
spection at destination. 

If the car is shipped ‘‘draft attached,”’ the bill of lading and a sight 
draft for the amount of the invoice are sent to a bank in the buyer’s 
city and he must pay the amount of the draft before he can get the 
car. If the buyer’s reputation is satisfactory the car may be shipped 
‘“‘open,” in which case the buyer may unload the car immediately 
upon arrival, the two parties making whatever terms they see fit as 
to payment. 

‘“F. o. b. sales” are usually understood to mean sales at the ship- 
ping point of the onions loaded in cars, the buyer assuming all costs 
and risks of transportation. ‘‘F. o. b. destination,” “‘f. o. b. Chi- 
cago,” and similar expressions require the seller to assume transpor- 
tation costs and risks and place the car on track at destination. Such 
a sale is made on a ‘‘delivered basis.’ The prevailing price of the 
onions at shipping point plus transportation costs is considered to be 
‘‘delivered cost’’ at the city in question. 

Most sales on wire orders are ‘‘f. o. b. usual terms,” or “‘subject 
to inspection,’ which means that if the onions on arrival are not as 
described by the seller, the buyer may refuse the shipment. The 
seller must then either lower the price sufficiently to secure the 
buyer’s acceptance, or dispose of the shipment through other chan- 
nels. This privilege is sometimes abused, particularly on a declining 
market. In such cases, since the shipper is not present and can not 
easily dispose of his onions through other channels, he is more or less 
at the mercy of the receiver. Similar abuses may exist if the goods 
are sold on a commission basis. A dealer may remit to the shipper 
on the basis of a quality or condition much inferior to that of the stock 
actually received. The establishment of recognized grades, and the 
maintenance of Government inspectors in the principal markets have 
considerably improved these conditions in recent years. For a fee of 
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$4 these inspectors will determine the grade, quality, and condition 
of a carload of onions, and issue a certificate which sets forth the 
facts and is prima facie evidence in any United States court. 

Prices “‘f. o. b. usual terms” are usually a few cents higher than 
‘‘f. o. b. cash track,’’ because in the latter case cash is paid immedi- 
ately without possibility of rejection and because dealings are made 
resets between seller and buyer without expense or delay of tele- 
raphing. 

; Ja srenalatey a broker, or a cash buyer can use any of the methods 
of sale. In fact, all of these methods (except cash at car door) are used 
by both dealers and growers. 
Many of the buyers at the Texas shipping points are agents for 

dealers with headquarters in various cities. They are often local 
men, who buy for outside parties on a brokerage basis of about 10 
cents a crate. They in turn sometimes employ buyers to secure 
onions in the upper counties, paying them about 5 cents a crate for 
their services. The city dealers sell the onions to jobbers or retailers, 
depending largely upon the size of the city in question. In the larger 
cities the brokerage or commission houses sell in ‘‘jobbing lots” of 
20 to 50 or more packages to jobbers, who in turn sell in smaller 
quantities to retailers. 

SHIPPERS’ MARGINS, TRANSPORTATION CHARGES, AND PRO- 
DUCERS’ RECEIPTS COMPARED + 

The relative advantage of the shipping point compared with the 
delivered sale has aroused much difference of opinion among Texas 
onion growers. Some growers sell through brokers or consign to com- 
mission houses in various parts of the country each year in the belief 
that ‘the risks and costs are more than compensated by the higher 
pe secured by the delivered sale. Others prefer to sell locally 
or cash to speculators or to the representatives of carlot receivers. 
A large number use both methods, depending on conditions. The 
erowers’ cooperative association that discontinued business in 1913 
made a determined effort to force selling on a delivered basis only. 

The following paragraphs and accompanying charts are devoted to a 
description of the portion of the wholesale price retained by the pro- 
ducer, the margins or spreads that have been obtained by shipper or 
speculator, and the transportation charges daily for six years. By a 
study of past conditions the grower will be in a better position to 
determine the circumstances under which he can profitably utilize 
the services of the speculator or shipper, and those under which he 
can better assume for himself the risk of market fluctuation and the 
costs of shipping to one of the consuming centers. 

The margins shown were computed by determining the average 
prices paid at each stage of the marketing process. Sufficient time 
was allowed between stages to permit the commodity to reach the 
next step. For example, the prices paid at Laredo on Monday show 
a certain average price paid for all No. 1 Yellow Bermudas. Onions 
bought on that day ordinarily arrive and are sold on the Chicago 

4 In this discussion ‘‘shippers’ margin’’ represents the difference between the price per crate at which the 
shipper buys the onions and the price at which he sells them, less the transportation charges. These 
charges are separated, as they are the same whether paid by the local buyer or by the grower who consigns 
his shipments. Producers’ receipts are the amounts paid to the producer for his onions per crate, less 
transportation charges if he consigns his own shipments. 

101360°—25;——4 
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market the following Saturday. The average price of the same 
quality onions in Chicago Saturday is the Chicago price used. The 
difference between what they cost .on Monday and what they sell 
for on Saturday at Chicago, less transportation, is the margin received 
by the shipper to Chicago. In lke manner, the difference between 
the average cost at Laredo on Monday, and the average price at 
New York on Tuesday of the second week is the average New York 
shipper’s margin. Figure 7 shows the percentage of the price paid _ 
in consuming centers that is received by the purchaser, shipper and 
transportation agency. 

The producer generally receives more per crate early in the season 
than later, but the proportion of the wholesale price is about the same. 

Transportation costs per crate advanced in 1918, in 1919, and in 
1921, and declined in 1922 to a point generally about half way between 
the 1919 and the 1921 rates. The percentage of the wholesale dollar 
used for transportation changed more because of changes in the 
prices received for the product, than because of changes in freight 
rates. 
A very high percentage in 1921 resulted from a combination of 

low prices and high freight rates. 
During the 6-year period the average margin per crate received by 

the shipper was 43 cents as compared with an average of $1.87 paid 
to the producer. But the amount received by the shipper fluctuated 
very widely. The 1919 season was very profitable, and he made 
an average of 84 cents a crate. In 1922, he lost an average of 22 
cents on all rail shipments to New York, and 9 cents on shipments to 
Philadelphia, so that the average shipper’s margin to all six cities 
was practically zero, and the expenses of operation were a net loss.° 

The shipper’s margin does not usually vary greatly on shipments 
to one city over those to another with the exception of St. Louis and 
New York. Shipments to St. Louis generally shew a smaller margin 
between delivered cost and selling price than other cities, because it 
is a diverting point for most of the onions marketed. Whenever the 
St. Louis a on is at all satisfactory, the onions are unloaded there 
instead of a longer journey being risked. New York showed a lower 
shipper’s margin or greater actual loss for 1921 and 1922 than any 
of the other cities, but had the normal margin in previous years. 
The explanation is not entirely clear. It seems to have been partly 
due to heavy dumping of both Texas and California stock and to 
heavy importations of foreign onions at this port. Boat shipments 
from Texas via Galveston do not appear to have been an important 
factor. The part-water route to New York is cheaper than the all- 
rail, but the longer period en route gives the rowthaledaebatel decline 
ereater effect. Table 5 indicates that shipments via Galveston 
were not so large as in former years. Chicago also showed a some- 
what moderate margin because of the keen competition there with 
the California product. The shipper’s margin for the 6-year period 
averaged 53 cents for Boston and 32 cents for St. Louis as compared 
with 43 cents for all six cities. In the order of width of the average 
shipper’s margin from highest to lowest over the 6-year period, these 
cities ranked as follows: Boston, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Chicago, 
New York, St. Louis. 

_' The shipper’s margin represents the total difference between buying and selling prices less transporta- 
tion expense. All of the expenses of the shipper must be paid out of the margin received by him, and this 
fact should be given consideration in determining his worth to the industry. 

-tcteidealhena 
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Fic. 7.—Over the 6-year period the producer received an average of 64 cents out of the dollar paid by the 
wholesaler, the shipper averaged 13 cents, and the cost of transportation was 23 cents. The chart calls 
attention to the fallacies that an observer can fall into by using such averages without reference to the 
data from which they are computed. For example, the average transportation ccst in 1919 was 13 per 
cent of the wholesale selling price, but in 1921 the seasonal average was 39 per cent, or exactly three times 
aS great on account of increased freight rates and lower prices. ‘The producer received 44 per cent of the 
wholesale price on an average in 1921 and 76 per cent in 1922. Equal variation exists within each season. 
The average shipper made a gross profit of 30 cents a crate on May 2, 1922, and lost 36 cents a crate on 
May 15. Moreover, these charts refer to the average shipper for any given day. The margin received 
by any particular shipper will vary with his bargaining skill and a great many other circumstances that 
affect each given sale 
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It is evident that if a dealer bought at less than the prevailing 
rice at shipping point he would make an extra profit, and if he sold 
or less than the prevailing price in terminal markets he would make 

less than the usual profit. The charts represent averages only. 
A grower who consigned to a commission house on a 10 per cent 

basis lost money by so doing, after April 15 or 22 in 1916, 1917, and 
at the very end of the season in 1919. On the other hand, growers 
and shippers found it profitable to consign or sell f. o. b. destination . 
through nearly all of the 1919 season and at the beginning of the 
two preceding seasons. In 1920, consignments or destination sales 
were profitable up to the last of April and f. o. b. sales the more profit- 
able thereafter. In 1921 city prices allowed shippers a steady but 
moderate net margin throughout most of the season. For a short 
while at the opening, the shippers’ margin per crate was practically 
as large as the original price to the grower. In 1922 the shipper 
made money the first and third quarters of the season but lost it 
the second and fourth. 

At the beginning of the season it appears to have been more profit- 
able generally for a grower to ship to consuming centers and sell at 
city prices than to sell locally at shippimg-point prices. In the middle 
and latter part of the season the ve usually been true, par- 
ticularly if there were heavy commissions or other selling expenses 
to be met. Future seasons, however, will not necessarily follow the 
same course because a general realization of such a situation tends to 
stimulate competitive bids to the point where the usual early margin 
becomes narrower. ‘Two circumstances are probably responsible 
for the extra margin of the shipper at the beginning of the season. 
(1) At that time many markets have not been sounded out by the 
arrival and sale of a car, and the prices that will be paid on all markets 
are therefore more or less problematical. (2) The usual rapid de- 
cline at the beginning of the season places the purchaser of high- 
priced onions in a precarious position. The buyer or speculator 
must take these facts into consid ersten in making his bid. 

The ratio of the shipper’s margin to the producer’s receipts varies 
widely in different years. In 1917, the producer received good 
prices generally, but the shipper made comparatively little. In 1919 
the rise in prices aided the shipper, and the producer’s receipts were 
satisfactory. In 1921, the shipper made small but steady margins 
while the producer generally sold his crop for less than cost of pro- 
duction. a 1922 the producer received fairly good prices, but the 
shipper lost as much as he made, and shippers to New York and 
Philadelphia lost considerably more than Hew made. 

In 1922 the average producer’s receipts for shipments to the six 
cities ranged from 73 to 82 per cent of the wholesale price in consum- 
ing centers, and the transportation charges from 18 per cent at St. 
Louis to 30 per cent in New York. The average percentage of the 
wholesale price taken by each factor for the six years follows: 

Average percentage of the wholesale price in consuming centers gé j geé 0, 

| | | 
Received by— | 1917 | 1918 | 1919 | 1920 | 1921 | 1922 | Average 

— — — - | -| _ - — _ Va — —— 

RA EL UL COT e5— sr oe ees ce Ean fe 74 64 67 63 | 44 | 76 64 
Transportation agency _..__-...-.----------- 15 | 27 | 13 18 39 | 24 33 
SINDDEre 2 Skee sa 11 | ) 20 | 19 17 | 0 13 
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The cash buyer or speculator who buys onions f. 0. b. shipping 
point and then sells to connections in consuming centers, performs a 
definite service for the grower. He pays the grower immediate cash 
and finds the market. He assumes the speculative risk of market 
fluctuations and losses of any kind after the onions leave the sellers’ 
switch. He pays the transportation costs out of the difference be- 
tween the price at shipping point and at destination, and out of the 
balance he pays all selling costs, telegraphic tolls, salaries of office 
force, and maintenance of his office. In some cases-he performs all 
of these services and receives no remuneration, as, for example, in 
1920. But, obviously, on the whole, he must receive enough to pay 
all costs of performing these services and some profit or he could not 
remain in business. Jor this 6-year period the shipper received an 
average of 43 cents a crate, out of which he paid all marketing ex- 
penses from shipping point to wholesale dealer (except transportation) 
and assumed the risks of market fluctuation, spoilage or loss en route, 
and failure of wholesale dealer to keep his contract. 
A disadvantage of the cash-buyer system is that the buyer is willing 

to pay cash only when conditions are favorable and when the grower 
can readily find another outlet for his onions. When conditions are 
unfavorable, as in 1921, or in the latter half of 1918, the cash buyer 
is likely to stop buying and to receive onions only on consignment or 
not at all. Individual dealers can not be blamed for refusing to buy 
roduce when they are likely to lose thereby, because they are in the 

Becks: to make a profit. But from the grower’s standpoint a sys- 
tem is hardly satisfactory that gives him a ready market only when 
conditions are bright and he has alternative methods of sale. When 
marketing conditions are bad, the grower is most in need of help, and 
a method of selling which fails at that time accentuates the evil. 
What is needed is some agency that will make an unusual effort to 
stimulate consumption at such times. 

The individual grower will find it profitable to sell to the local buyer 
sometimes and at other times to sell in one of the ways that permit 
him to secure the benefit of the delivered price. In 1922, and late in 
the season in several other years, the grower who sold to the local 
buyer had the best of it. But in the long run the buyer who special- 
izes in the marketing of a crop is likely to be a much better bargainer 
than the grower who specializes in its production. From the growers’ 
standpoint, as a group, the relative advantage of the shipping-point 
sale, as compared with any method whereby the delivered price is 
secured will depend (1) upon whether the marketing work will be 
done as well as the buyer does it or as cheaply as the average mar- 
gin of the buyer amounts to, and (2) whether the alternative agency 
will take care of the crop more dependably than the buyer has 
done in the seasons when unfavorable market conditions prevail. 

BERMUDA ONION PRICES FROM 1916 TO 1923 

Wide fluctuation is the outstanding characteristic of domestic 
Bermuda onion prices. Jobbing prices at six large markets fell from 
nearly $6 a crate to slightly over $1 in eight weeks in 1920 with similar 
declines in 1917 and 1922. The difference between average prices in 
different seasons is almost as striking as the fluctuations within 
each season (fig. 8). Average jobbing prices in 1919 were almost 
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three times as great as in the previous year. Prices at shipping points 
were equally variable. 7 

The extreme variation in market prices renders the growing of 
Bermuda onions unusually speculative. Costs per acre are very 
heavy because of irrigation and hand labor required.° 

These heavy costs may be provided for throughout the year on the 
chance that receipts will be sufficient in the spring to reimburse the 
unusually high expense. In years like 1918 and 1921, all but a few 
growers suffered heavy losses. In seasons like those of 1917, 1919, 
and 1922, as the expenses are very little more, a large share of the 
gross receipts for onions represents net profit. 

Prices are usually much higher in the early part of the season than 
later. There is no typical seasonal variation. The rate of decline is 
variable, and in two of the years under discussion growers received 
more for shipments made in the latter part of May than for those 
made earlier in the season. 

PRICES IN 1916 

Prices in 1916 were comparatively stable. Heavy shipments the 
latter part of March, warm weather, and a heavy volume of unab- 
sorbed old stock started a decline which threatened to carry the 
price down to unusually low levels. A meeting of all growers and 
shippers was called at Laredo on April 6 for the purpose of limiting 
shipments to such quantities as could be absorbed in the consuming 
centers and of storing what was necessary near shipping points. A 
trade paper‘ reported that the agreement to curtail shipments had 
resulted in an increase of prices at shipping point from $1 to $1.15 on 
Yellow Bermudas and from $1 to $1.25 on Crystal Wax. A part of 
this increase was due to rains which shut off digging and caused a 
division of the main movement into three successive peaks. 

The effect of these various factors was to stabilize prices between 
about $1.50 and $1.75 in the cities and approximately $1.25 at the 
shipping point, at which prices most of the crop moved into con- 

- sumption. 
Most of the crop was bought on contract by dealers some time 

before harvesting began. A large part of the crop was sold f. o. b. 
shipping point by both dealers and growers. 

PRICES IN 1917 

The 1917 season presents the anomaly of the largest crop of Ber- 
muda onions of the past eight years,? marketed at prices next to the 
highest of the period. (See fig. 9.) This apparent reversal of the 
usual situation illustrates the complex forces determining price. The 
principal optimistic factor seems to have been the small carry over 
of old onions, resulting from the previous year’s short northern crop. 
The Texas crop started to move unusually early and found the 
market nearly Aa of old stock, and there was little competition 
from other new stock until much of the Texas crop had been sold. 

The general impression early in the season that cold weather would 
reduce the yield materially was another factor favorable to higher 
prices. The unusually heavy and long-continued movement trom 

6 Cost of production is estimated at $125 to $139 per acre in 1915in Bulletin No. 46 of the Texas Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. 

7 New York Packer, Apr. 22, 1916, p. 11. 
8 Texas 5,892 cars, California 494 cars, total 6,386 cars. 
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Texas, the increasing receipts from other areas as the season advanced, 
and the declining quality of the Texas product toward the end of the 
season caused a precipitate decline from $4.50 to $1.35 per crate in 
consuming centers with a similar fall in prices through shipping 
areas. Many of the growers and shippers foresaw the decline and 
made all possible efforts to get out their onions while prices held. 
Many onions were shipped before reaching maturity. 

If an average were taken of prices with such wide fluctuations, it. 
would show about $2.40 per crate for the terminal markets, and 
approximately $1.75 in shipping sections. 

Both dealers and growers generally sold on wire orders, f. o. b. 
shipping point for cash or bank guarantee. However, for a month 
after shipping began, shipping on consignment proved to be more 
profitable than selling locally. 

1917 WEEKLY BERMUDA ONION PRICES 
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Fig. 9.—The heaviest Bermuda crop of the 8-year period was shipped at better than average prices, due 
principally to the scarcity of old stock and general bullish sentiment. The severe decline was due to a 
better reatwation of true conditions, the continued heavy shipments of new stock, and deterioration 
in quality = 

PRICES IN 1918 

At the opening of the 1918 season, nearly 500 cars of old stock 
still remained to be marketed. This was approximately equal to 
the 8-year average. But this situation, following a year when less 
than 100 cars of old stock were carried over, exerted a depressing 
influence upon growers and dealers out of proportion to the quantity 
involved. A general overestimate of the new crop® and the difficulty 
in obtaining sufficient cars 1° aggravated this influence, so that prices 
at Laredo were depressed about $1 a crate the first half of the season 
under the 1917 level. In the end 1,500 cars less of new stock were 
shipped than in 1917 or 1,000 cars less if both old and new stock, 
during the Bermuda season be included. 

Prices around $2 per crate in consuming markets, and $1.35 in 
Laredo were paid until the latter part of April. Early in May, 

® The trade estimated acreage at 18,000 acres as compared with 1917 estimates of 12,000 acres. New York 
Packer, Mar. 23, 1918, p. 23. 

10 Shippers were so worried by transportation conditions that a special committee was sent to Washington 
to consult with the Railway Administration. 
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heavy rains occurred which caused the shipment of inferior stock 
and accentuated the usual seasonal decline. 
Many different methods of sale were used during the season. 

Some onions were contracted for before harvesting, some were con- 
signed by growers, and some were sold f. 0. b. shipping point for cash. 
After the rains in early May there was a general disinclination on 
the part of the dealers to pay cash for the onions. Several growers 
consigned cars to reliable dealers in large markets, but the majority 
turned over their stock to local dealers to handle for them on a com- 
mission basis. 

PRICES IN 1919 

The low prices received by growers in 1918 resulted in a marked 
decrease in plantings the followmg year. Texas acreage was less 
than 7,000 acres as compared with 18,000 acres the previous year. 
California plantings were reduced from 3,000 acres to less than 2,000. 
Since only the usual quantity of old onions remained unconsumed 
on April 1, the delay in the opening of the 1919 season allowed more 
than the usual amount of these onions to be consumed before the 
Texas crop came on the market. 

These conditions caused high opening prices, but as heavy ship- 
ments began to arrive in the markets, the usual seasonal decline 
began to take place. This decline would undoubtedly have attained 
considerably more momentum had it not been for the heavy 
rains that occurred early in May. These rains shut off the supply 
temporarily and sent prices sharply up again in consuming centers. 

Irregular declines took place after that time, caused principally 
by the receipt in various cities of stock damaged by the rains, but 
the market held up thereafter better than usual in that part of the 
season. At Laredo prices moved steadily upward. Because the 
rains in 1919 were more evenly spaced through the season than in 
1918, were not so severe at any one time, and caught the onions at a 
less mature stage generally, their effect was to raise prices instead 
of lowering them as was the case in 1918. 

Total Bermuda shipments in 1919 were the smallest of the eight 
years and prices in general the highest. 

The expectation of very high prices in 1919 caused dealers to con- 
tract a large percentage of the crop a long time before the opening 
of the season. The contract prices in most cases ranged between 
$1.50 and $2.25 per crate. Many of these dealers then resold the 
onions on wire orders f. 0. b. shipping pomt. A few of the larger 
growers, who had thorough organization for selling, consigned to 
their agents in the consuming markets, and generally reaped a hand- 
some profit. 

PRICES IN 1920 

Texas Bermudas reached the highest values of the five years at the 
beginning of the 1920 season, several important markets paying $6 
to $7 a crate for No. 1 Yellow Bermudas. (See fig. 10.) Even at 
Texas shipping points, over $4 was paid up to April 12, and in spite 
of a switchmen’s strike and a labor shortage these exceptional prices 
soon stimulated a very heavy movement and caused the most rapid 
pes decline of the eight years. California shipments and imports 
rom Egypt and the Bermuda Islands were much heavier than in 
previous years and helped to depress prices. The bulk of the crop 
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probably did not bring over $1 to $2 on a shipping-point basis. By 
the middle of June, prices had so far declined that consuming markets 
paid only 75 cents to $1.50 per crate. 

The extremely high opening prices seem to have been caused by 
the high expectation of the growers and of the trade based on the 
high prices of 1919. There were fewer old onions than usual and they 
were selling at a little more than usual prices. But an analysis of 
factors that usually influence opening prices fails to indicate that such. 
extremely high prices were warranted. The unusually drastic decline 
with the advent of heavy shipments supports this view. 

The 1920 season differed from the previous years in that no heavy 
rains occurred during the harvesting season. ‘This resulted in a more 
concentrated movement and a better condition of stock throughout 
the season than is usually the case. Not only was the crop of excel- 
lent quality, but the yield was generally heavy, many growers har- 
vesting 700 to 900 crates per acre. 

1920 WEEKLY BERMUDA ONION PRICES 
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Fic. 10.—This was a year of extreme prices. The highest opening prices of the period were followed by 
the most rapid and sustained decline. The rapidity of the decline seems to have been the result of an 
unwarrantedly high price in the beginning and the dry weather, which permitted an unusually well- 
sustained mov ement 

Owing to the heavy movement of cabbage from southeastern 
Texas and the general shortage of ventilator “and refrigerator Cars, 
converted box cars were used “for the transportation of most of the 
onions. Holes were cut in the ends of the cars and the doors were 
slatted. Bushel baskets and sacks were used for a part of the crop 
on account of an insufficient supply of crates. These containers were 
cheaper than crates, but did not give entire satisfaction, for their use 
was greatly curtailed in 1921. This equipment under the unusual 
continuance of dry weather throughout harvest, carried the season’s 
crop fairly satisfactorily. 

It was very difficult to market profitably in the 1920 season. arly 
in March the sentiment was rather pessimistic. A trade paper 
reports that only 5 per cent of the Laredo area was contracted as 
compared with a much higher normal percentage, because dealers 
were afraid of a very large Texas and California crop and heavy 
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Egyptian importations.'' By the time the season opened a month 
later public sentiment was reversed only to become suddenly pessi- 
mistic again with increased shipments. 
A large part of the 1920 crop was shipped on consignment, the 

shipments made by this method before May 1 generally yielding 
an extra profit of $1 a crate over f. 0. b. track sales. By that date 
prices in terminal markets had declined so abruptly that consignment 
sales were less profitable. 

PRICES IN 1921 

Bermudas were ready tor the harvest earlier in 1921 than at any 
time since 1916. This was unfortunate for the growers this year, 
because northern markets were choked with old onions. The largest 
carry over of northern onions for the 8-year period was being sold 
for as low as 50 cents ee 100-pound bag. Under these conditions 
it was impossible for Bermuda onions to sell at very high prices. 
Some of the northern markets paid up to $3 a crate for the very 
earliest Bermudas, but the shipping-point price did not exceed 
$1.25 at any time and most of the crop was sold by the growers at 
between 70 and 85 cents. Crystal Wax sold about 25 cents higher. 

Freight rates were an unusually important factor. The trade 
papers of the time are filled with references to the hardships imposed 
by excessive transportation cost. Transportation cost per crate 
was only 20 to 40 cents higher than in 1916, but the peak of high 
freight rates coming in this year of lowest prices was very noticeable. 
At one time in the season the average freight bill was actually more 
than the price paid at Laredo for the onions. 

The price became so low at shipping points that it was hardly 
profitable to harvest and market the onions. In late April and early 
May, commercial-pack Yellow Bermudas brought only 60 cents per 
crate loaded in cars at the shipping point, only 30 cents above the 
cost of the empty shipping crate. 

Conditions finally became so intolerable that a growers’ and 
shippers’ committee was formed, as in 1916, to limit shipments to the 
amount that could be absorbed and to distribute the shipments of 
all factors in such a way that all markets would receive their due 
proportion. The committee further recommended that cars be 
loaded to minimum capacity only, and that only grades No. 1 and 
No. 2 be shipped. Curtailing of shipments seems to have improved 
the situation to some extent, for prices held fairly well at terminal 
markets during the last month and improved slightly at Laredo. 

In this season only about 1,000 acres were financed because, 
although farmers were generally willing to sell or contract, dealers 
were unwilling to take the risk. A few crops were contracted but 
brought only about 90 cents to $1 a crate. Dealers were generally 
unwilling to buy, and about a third of the movement was necessarily 
on a consignment basis. 

PRICES IN 1922 

Profiting by the experience of 1919, the 1922 growers did not reduce 
acreage materially after the disastrous season of 1921. More cars 
were marketed than in 1921, and yet the 1922 prices received were 
exceeded only by those of 1919. Initial prices were based on the 
extremely high prices paid for the few remaining old onions on the 

11 New York Packer, Mar. 13, 1920, p. 22A. 
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terminal markets. Growers and shippers realized that the high 
prices could not last, and used every expedient to put their onions on 
the market, grading no more than absolutely necessary and shipping 
more than 60 cars by express. The heavy movement that resulted 
combined with the poor. quality of the stock already on the 
markets caused an unbroken decline of $3.50 a crate within a few 
days. Heavy rains occurring at this time held up shipments tempo- 
rarily. Speculators, anticipating another season like 1919, began 
buying and caused a rally of about 75 cents per crate. The higher 
prices were only temporary, however; Bermudas soon sold lower 
than before. 

Because of the opening high prices growers preferred to ship on 
- consignment rather than sell to dealers in the sarily part of the season, 
though a few cars were sold for cash. Probably 75 per cent of the 
onions grown in the upper counties section was under contract to 
dealers who financed the growers. Track sales were frequent in 
this section, because of good demand. 

PRICES IN 1923 

In 1922 the grower wno was able to sell on the earliest market 
secured $3 per crate, as compared with $1.25 for the grower whose 
onions were harvested two or three weeks later. With this object 

1923 WEEKLY BERMUDA ONION PRICES 
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Fic. 11.—Opening prices were moderate but continued with relatively narrow fluctuation through the 
season. The Bermuda crop was very short, and had it not been for the exceptionally poor quality of 
the Texas stock prices might have shown a tendency to advance. Market prices on the different markets 
fluctuated in an irregular way on account of the varying quality of receipts. The recovery at shipping 
points in May resulted principally from improved grading. The season was very unsatisfactory for the 
Texas grower, for, though average prices were received per crate, the yield per acre was so low as to lower 
his total income to a very unsatisfactory amount 

lesson in mind, Texas growers made an unusual effort to put their 
crop in condition for the earliest 1923 market. Plantings were made 
from two weeks to a month earlier than usual and transplanting to the 
fields was nearly completed early in December instead of at Christmas, 
the usual date. Favorable growing weather during December and 
January indicated that maturity would be proportionately early, 
but cold weather in February and freezing temperatures in March 
delayed maturity. 
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As a result, the season opened about the usual time. The freezing 
temperatures of March followed by extremely hot weather in April 
injured the quality materially, especially because of the unusually 
advanced growing stage of the plants at that time. There were 

- more doubles, seed stems, splits, “‘ bottlenecks,” and other indica- 
tions of poor quality than ever before. This was the most important 
factor antag the grower’s receipts during the 1923 season. Slightly 
more acreage than usual was planted, but shipments were smaller 
than in any year except 1919, because of the exceptionally large 
proportion of culls. 

Prices were about an average between the high and low years, but 
did not fluctuate so widely as usual. (See fig. 11.) Opening prices 
were only moderate, and as it became apparent that the new crop 
would be short, the effect was to maintain prices on about the same 
level. Had the onions been of good quality and properly graded, 
probably an advance would have taken place similar to that of 1919. 
As it was, prices at shipping points sagged gradually until a point was 
reached where poorly graded onions no longer paid expenses. Onions 
were then more carefully graded and the market strengthened. 

Though prices in 1923 were not lower than average, few growers 
made much money because of the very low yield per acre. 

The growers’ cooperative association, in operation in the upper 
counties, handled a majority of the crop of the section, the graded 
product securing higher prices than most other agents secured. 
Selling methods in the other sections were little different from those 
in general use. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING WHOLESALE PRICES OF BERMUDA ONIONS 

Differences in the prices paid for Bermuda onions, as already shown, 
are the result partly of physical factors inherent in the lot of goods, 
such as variety, container, quality, and condition, and partly the 
result of economic factors such as volume of shipments, carry over 
of old onions, and prices of other commodities. 

PHYSICAL FACTORS 

VARIETY 

In the early part of the shipping season Crystal Wax Bermudas sell 
between 25 cents and $1.25 per crate higher than Yellow Bermudas, 
usually 50 to 75 cents higher, both at California and Texas a rae 
points and in the principal consuming centers. In the middle of the 
season, the two varieties sell at about equal prices, and the last of the 
Crystal Wax usually sell for less than the Yellow. The change is due 
principally to the deteriorating quality of the Crystal Wax as the 
season progresses. Crystal Wax Bermudas are more delicate than 
the Yellow and more easily injured by sun, rain, or handling, and 
therefore do not stand shipment in hot or rainy weather so well as the 
Yellow. The prices paid fbr Crystal Wax are governed largely by the 
prices being paid for Yellow Bermudas, because the latter make up 
about 90 per cent of the crop. 

CONTAINERS 

_ Practically all of the Bermuda-onion crop of Texas and California 
is marketed in folding slatted bushel crates holding approximately 
50 pounds. Before 1920, experience with containers other than 
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crates was generally unsatisfactory. The trade did not take readily to 
new packages and discriminated against onions so shipped, partly be- 
cause of the difficulty in familiarizing retailers 5 the new con- 
tainer. 

In 1920, the shortage of crates made it necessary to use sacks and 
bushel baskets, which were cheaper for the shipper, but the onions did 
not seem to arrive in such good condition in these containers, particu- 
larly in hot weather or when the stock was not absolutely dry. Itis . 
claimed that they are particularly undesirable for loading in steamers, 
because the onions are likely to heat if placed near the center of the 
ship or near the boilers. In 1921, only the left-over baskets were 
used, and not over 10 per cent of the movement was in bags. 

To comply with the requirements of the food and drugs act, either 
the net weight or dry measure is marked on all onion containers. 

QUALITY AND CONDITION OF RECEIPTS !? 

The quality and the condition of the onions on arrival in consuming 
markets has an important effect on the price offered. These factors 
can be controlled largely by united efforts of growers and shippers. 
If heavy rains injure the carrying quality of the onions, it is no fault 
of the growers, but if poor prices are received because the onions were 
poorly graded, poorly packed, or badly loaded in the car, a repetition 
can be avoided. In a year of exceptional scarcity and high prices, 
like 1919, ungraded or partly ofided onions may sell at good nantes 
but in most seasons failure to sort out No. 1 onions and sell them 
separately generally results in the whole lot selling at about the price 
of graded No. 2 onions.* For the past six years, No. 1 onions have 
usually brought between 25 and 50 cents more per crate than second 
gerade or partly graded stock. In a year of low prices, it is easily 
possible that this difference on the No. 1 onions would make the 
difference between profit and loss on the year’s operations. 

Shipment of ungraded, or partly graded, onions is as injurious to 
the producing community as to the individual grower, for the arrival 
of a great deal of inferior stock on any market tends to depress prices 
for all qualities of onions. The ungraded stock tends to remain on 
the market and to clog the channels of trade. 

During the 1916 and 1917 seasons, California stock sold either on 
a parity or at a 10-cent premium per crate over the Texas product, 
largely because of better grading. In the 1919 season grading had 
been so relaxed in Texas, or there was such a difference in quality, 
that Californias brought 25 to 50 cents more per crate in the leading 
markets. In 1920 Californias brought equal prices or a premium 
of only 10 to 25 cents over Texas Bermudas. Partly because of 
better grading, about the same prices were paid at California shipping 
points per crate as were paid at Texas SAPD INE points during 1920, 
in spite of the greater distance from the large markets, California 
srowers having slightly the best of it late in the season. 

In 1921 and in 1923 California shipments generally brought a 
premium, except in the case of the Texas onions bi epicere| cooperatively 
under strict grading in 1923. 

12 ‘‘ Quality’’ in this discussion refers to such characteristics as uniformity and desirability of size, shape, 
variety, and the other natural qualities of the onions as distinguished from ‘‘condition’’—the state of pres- 
ervation or deterioration. i ; ; ; 

13 United States grades for Bermuda onions are described in detail at the end of this bulletin. 
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ECONOMIC FACTORS 

The wholesale price of a crate of Bermuda onions of a given variety, 
erade, and condition, at a given time and place, is dependent upon 
a number of factors which may be conveniently classified into three 
eroups: (1) Those that affect primarily the opening price and the 
general price level of the season; (2) those that influence principally 
the price fluctuations within the season; and (3) those that are more 
or less local in character and principally affect prices at a given point. 

The average opening price at consuming centers paid for Texas 
Bermuda onions has varied from approximately $2 to $6 per crate 
during the 8-year period. The seasonal average price has varied in 
almost the same ratio. This variation, one season with another, 
may be traced to the following factors, of which the first two are of 
ereatest importance: (1) Quantity of old onions in storage at 
opening of the Bermuda season. (2) Prices at which these onions 
are being sold. (8) Estimated size of crop of Bermudas. (4) Im- 
ports of onions during the Bermuda season. (5) Accuracy and 
completeness of market information and mental reactions of growers 
and dealers. (6) General price level. 

QUANTITY OF OLD ONIONS IN STORAGE 

The quantity of the previous year’s crop of northern onions still 
unconsumed at the beginning of the Bermuda season exerts an 

RELATION OF BERMUDA OPENING PRICES TO OLD STORAGE HOLDINGS 

1916 1917 1918 I919 =: 1920 1921 1922 1923 

Fie. 12.—A close inverse correlation exists between the amount of old stock in storage on February 1 (the 
last date upon which a complete report is made up) and the prices paid for Bermudas at the opening 
of the season 7 to 10 weeks later. The solid line represents the average of the first week’s price for the 
principal consuming cities, the dotted line actual carloads in storage February 1, each expressed in 
terms of comparable units 

influence on the prices paid for Bermuda onions, particularly the 
opening price, out of all proportion to the relative size of the two. 
It is surprising that less than 500 cars of old stock (except in 1921— 
952 cars) can indicate so closely the general price level of the early 
sales for a seasonal output of 3,000 to 6,000 cars. Figure 12 shows 
graphically the close inverse correlation which exists between the 
amount of storage stock and opening prices of Bermudas. 
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So close an inverse correlation has existed in past years that one 
knowing the amount of storage holdings on February 1 could predict 
approximately the average opening price that would be paid for 
Bermudas two months later. Figure 13 shows the price so predicted 
compared with the actual opening ye The predicted price 
changes its direction in every case in like manner with actual price, 
never misses the actual figure by more than 20 per cent, and prac- 
tically coincides with the actual price in two years out of the eight. . 
The differences are the result of other factors acting on the price level 
for Bermudas. 

The actual amount of old stock on hand at the opening of the 
Bermuda season, as indicated by total shipments of old stock after 
the respective opening dates, shows a similar inverse correlation 

OPENING PRICES OF BERMUDA ONIONS COMPARED WITH PRICE PREDICTED 
FEBRUARY 1 FROM STORAGE HOLDINGS 

DOLLARS 
PER CRATE A ay . 7 re Cicted Price 

47\.\% 
5 —f 4 

\ 
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Fic. 13.—So close an inverse correlation exists between the amount of storage holdings on February 1 and 
the opening prices that will be paid for Bermudas two months later, that one can predict approximately 
the price that will be paid from this one factor alone. The predicted price above is based on the assump- 
tion that each change of 100 cars in storage holdings changes the price inversely 72.2 cents. The actual 
price is the average of the first day of the season for which prices are quoted from at least three large 
consuming markets 

between amount of storage stock and Bermuda opening prices; but 
the degree of correlation 1s not so noticeable because the F ebruary 
1 report is the last complete report of storage holdings available to 
the trade. Upon this report, contracts are based for purchase of 
crops which more or less fix the value of the first shipments. The 
actual number of cars that will move is not known until later. LEsti- 
mates are all that are available. For this reason, the February 1 
estimate of storage holdings has proved in the past to be a better 
index of Bermuda opening prices than actual quantities remaining 
after the opening of the Bermuda season. 

PRICES OF OLD ONIONS BEFORE OPENING OF BERMUDA SEASON 

In a general way, prices of old stock immediately preceding the 
opening of the Bermuda season vary inversely as the supply of old 
stock, But the quality and condition of the old stock and a number 
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of other factors beyond the scope of this bulletin influence the price 
of old onions to such an extent that the correlation is not by any 
means perfect. (See Table 6.) In the spring new onions are pies 
ferred to old unless the price of the new is greatly out of line. For 
this reason, the price of new onions will follow fairly closely the price 
old onions brought the week before the opening of the Bermuda 
season, and this correlation gives an additional means of forecasting 
the opening prices for Bermudas. The price for the past eight 
years, predicted in this way, is shown in Figure 14. 

OPENING PRICES OF BERMUDA ONIONS AT SHIPPING POINT COMPARED WITH 
PRICE PREDICTED FROM PREVIOUS WEEK’S PRICE OF OLD STOCK IN CONSUM- 
ING CENTERS 

DOLLARS 
PER CRATE 

”~ Predicted Price 

3 aad 

\ 

= 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 192) i922 1923 

Fic. 14.—A fair indication of the probable opening price that will be paid for Bermudas at shipping point 
can be obtained from the price at which old onions are being sold in the terminal markets the week pre- 
ceding the opening of the Bermuda season. The predicted price shown is based on the assumption 
that each change of $1 in the price paid per 100-pound sack for old stock is correlated with a like change 
of 27 cents in the opening price of new stock 

ESTIMATED SIZE OF NEW CROP OF BERMUDAS 

The size of the new crop is dependent upon the acreage planted 
and yield per acre. These two factors and the causes behind changes 
in them have been analyzed in a preceding section. 

The size of the new crop does not seem to have affected opening 
prices to so large an extent as generally supposed. In fact, the influ- 
ence of the estimated new crop is comparatively small and is out- 
weighed by other factors. In 1917, though prices were high because 
of the small carry over of old onions, the unusually large quantity of 
new onions may have prevented the prices from rising still higher. 
But as a general rule, large or small quantities of new onions affect 
prices in asomewhat different fashion. The total available supply of 
old onions seems to operate to raise or lower the early prices of Ber- 
mudas, but with the new onions, only the visible supply, that is, the 
quantity already shipped, seems to affect prices much during the first 
part of theseason. Once the season is under way, however, the effect 
of shipments of new stock is a very important factor. 
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TABLE 6.—WStatistics of factors related to the opening and interseasonal average price 
of Bermuda enions, 1916-1923 

[Absolute figures] 

QUANTITIES 1916 | 1917 | 1918 | 1919 | 1920 | 1921 | 1922 | 1923 | 1922 

Estimated acreage, Texas Bermudas } 
wi Ee SRC ee ew ee eee acres__|10, 057 |12,050 |18,070 | 6,590 12,446 10, 503 |11, 900 12,590 11, 926 

Estimated acreage, total early (Texas, 
California, and Louisiana) _____ acres__|13, 957 |16, 350 |21,047 | 8,427 16,826 13, 513 |15, 950 |15, 030 (15, 352 

Estimated yield per acre, all early | 
Se eee re Se ee eee ok bushels__| 219 258 173 259 258 213 223 180 231 

Estimated production in cars 500 bush- | 
| 

CIS ae RAG = See ea Re ree cars__| 4, 500 | 6,000 | 5,746 | 3,519 | 6,372 4,348 | 4,665 | 4,149 | 5, 108 
Estimated production in cars 500 bush- 

els#totalicankys 2-22 es cars__| 6,091 | 8,346 | 7,281 | 4,370 | 8,680 | 5,744 | 6,619 | 5,416 | 6,840 
Bermudas shipped, ‘Rexass ees do__| 4,522 | 5, 892 | 3, 563 | 2,835 | 5,038 | 4,011 | 4,439 | 2,809 | 4, 296 
Bermudas shipped, California_-___- do==|!en 251 494 Salt BBS |) 1b iz | 899 | 1, 251 LOGIN 755 
Bermudas shipped, total__________ do__! 4,773 | 6,386 | 3,934 | 3,171 | 6,215 | 4,910 | 5,690 | 3,515 | 5,051 
Old onions on hand in storage, Feb- | 
PUA les ee OR ae cars_.| 4, 302 995 | 5,114 | 3,212 | 2,798 | 5,996 | 1,683 | 3,571 | 3,300 

Old onions shipped after April 1____do__}_---_-_- 82 485 360 276 709 80 598 332 
Old onions shipped after opening Ber- 
mudatsesson = eee CarS= |e see 47 470 215 276 952 160 394 353 

Imports by years in equivalents of cars 
Of 500 bushelse== sala = Sees cars__| 2, 516 | 3,870 522 | 1,48) | 3; 638) | 37952 | 2,901 |222s. Qi 

Imports by years in equivalents of cars 
of 500 bushels, April, May, June | | 
ONLY y Steer RL cars_- 331 573 203 210 674 59 8520/5 | 428 

PRICES 

Opening Bermuda prices per crate at 
Texas shipping points_______________- $1. 22 | $2.66 | $1.24 | $2.60 | $3.80 | $1.15 | $3.50 | $2.75 | $2.49 

Opening Bermuda prices terminal mar- 
kets 2 {Firet daynnarkets 95-2 PAV AN EL SNES ORV GEN |) bevy By (Bee awsye | Beeei | club 

Burst weeks s-s- == ean eee 1. 87 4. 24 212 4.91 5.79 | 2.81 5. 62 3. 22 4. 25 

Modal prices per sack of Northern and 
Middle-western Yellows, week pre- 
ceding opening of Bermuda season____| 2.25| 8.50] 1.00} 4.00] 6.50; 1.00/ 11.00} 4.50! 5.33 

Bermuda seasonal average prices at 
Mexasiship ping POM 22s = ee ee |e 2:01) ToL) $2286) 92528 = 825|) d 869 2039F 2182 

Bermuda seasonal average prices com- 
posite of six markets (principal 12- 
weeks Period) =k tet esse ea 1. 67 2. 51 1.75 | 4.14 2.83 | 1.88 | 2.94 2.84} 2.68 

Bermuda seasonal composite terminal 
average prices (all weeks reported)___| 1.95 | 2.37] 1.70} 419] 258! 1.87| 2.75| 2.81} 2.58 

} | } 

1 Season considered opened when 10 cars or more have been shipped in one week, except in 1923, when 19 
cars moved in two weeks, but real movement began the fourth week. 

2 Opening price first day at terminal markets is assumed to be the average of the day when quotations are 
received from at least three markets. The price used is the one that seems most representative of all mar- 
kets reporting at that time for ordinary first quality commercial pack yellow Bermudas. 

The relative concentration of shipments of new stock in different 
parts of the season, and in relation to other factors influences the 
average price received by growers as much perhaps as the size of the 
crop. The effect of the volume of shipments of new stock on the 
price fluctuations within the season will be described later. 

IMPORTS OF ONIONS DURING THE BERMUDA SEASON 

Imports of onions during the Bermuda season amounted to the 
equivalent of over 1,000 cars in 1917, 1920, and 1922, reaching the 
highest point in 1920. In most other years they amounted usually 
to around 200 cars and were a negligible factor. In 1920, there was 
considerable fear of Egyptian importations early in the season, but 
this did not prevent the highest opening prices of the season. Later, 
the imports may have had part in the unusually rapid decline. Asa 
general rule, however, imports are a very minor factcr in Bermuda 
prices. Imports do not show any definite trend in either direction, 
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but increase and decrease in accordance with a variety of conditions, 
of which the price of onions in this country is only one factor. Other 
factors affecting importation are exchange rates, oceanic shipping 
conditions and rates, and market conditions in Europe. Table 7 
gives the imports of onions into the United States by months from 
1914 to 1922. Figures for 1923 were not available at the time this 
table was prepared. 

TaBLE 7.—Imports of onions into the United States, by months, 1914-1922 1 

{ 

Months 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 

Bushels | Bushels| Bushels | Bushels | Bushels | Bushels| Bushels | Bushels | Bushels 
January 2s > sare a= = 29, 549 | 37,482 | 64,899 | 167, 458 | 69,660 | 1,308 | 335, 569 | 20, 733 38, 978 
HeDEUALYos- eons 77, 006 | 24,000 | 54,468 | 111, 699 | 73,229 | 9,980 | 244,153 | 63, 732 20, 307 
Marche tcexc 2eea ee tee 82, 459 | 56,496 | 87,577 | 307, 063 | 6,822 | 26,006 | 369, 262 | 41,405] 181, 520 
PAR TL ete re ee Oe a URS 88, 929 | 54,870 | 27,649 | 116, 229 | 54,167] 7,043 | 143, 371 7,243 | 241, 505 
Misty: So shee A ne ofa ee 83, 302 | 74,433 | 73,105 | 118, 100 | 32, 434 | 44,4389 | 88,452] 13,016} 155, 497 
TIC Meee ee ee Nee 61, 682 | 63,902 | 64,768 | 52, 062 | 14,727 | 53, 607 | 104, 942 9, 036 28, 840 
ViilivAcem se SPaeme Se /101, 442 | 32,768 | 93,725 | 96,023 | 2,011 | 16,790} 95,009 | 32,181 |. 213, 254 
PASO LIS tenes ens pe 79, 554 | 30,374 | 76, 533 | 124,696 | 1,307 | 85,968 | 35, 224 | 125, 029 58, 147 
Sepiem ers ean 83, 750 | 91, 692 | 237,344 | 92,804] 3,612 |199,609 | 59, 743 | 261, 965 56, 171 
OCTODErES sate ea 143, 829 |129, 758 | 211, 345 | 164, 491 152 | 94, 490 | 177, 742 | 306, 447 | 237, 484 
INOVierm ber ae ae 36, 931 |128, 044 | 165, 476 | 205, 381 99 | 60, 414 | 119, 396 | 652, 883 79, 373 
Decemberta.n 22 oes be 72, 488 | 30, 770 | 100, 914 | 378, 968 | 2,809 |141,082| 46, 295 | 442,413] 139, 222 

shotalecee oss 940, 921 |754, 589 |1,257,803 |1,934,974 |261, 029 |740, 686 |1,819,158 |1,976,083 | 1,450,298 
Equivalent number of 

cars at 500 bushels 
CACHE ss 25a eS 1,882 | 1,509 2, 516 3, 870 522 | 1,481 3, 638 3, 952 2, 901 

1 Source: Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 

MARKET INFORMATION AND ITS EFFECT ON GROWERS AND DEALERS 

Market forces do not influence the price in exact proportion to their 
actual importance, for market information can not be absolutely 
accurate, complete, and up to the day in all respects at all times. 
Moreover, the effect ofeach of these forces is minimized or increased 
im accordance with the temporary attitude of the mind of the dealers, 
shippers, and growers. It was not so much the quantity of old stock 
remaining on hand at the beginning of the 1918 season, for example, 
that caused prices to open so low, as it was the exaggerated effect of 
this old stock on the minds of growers and dealers. If it had not 
been for the undue pessimism in the minds of growers and dealers in 
1918, that season’s crop probably could have been marketed as 
easily and at higher prices. Likewise in 1919, the smallness of 
supplies of old stock on hand at the opening of the season exerted 
more influence on opening prices than the proportion of old stock 
to the Bermuda crop would seem to warrant. On the other hand, 
the influence of the light crop in 1919 was not fully appreciated until 
the middle of May, when prices rose sharply. 

In 1920 the pessimism of the middle of March, the extremely high 
values of early April, and the low prices of the latter half of the season 
can not be sufficiently explained by changes in actual conditions. 
The pendulum of sentiment of those interested merely swung too far 
in each direction. The influence exerted on price by other factors 
is modified in the same way. While actual conditions are the pri- 
mary causes that modify prices, what the dealers and producers 
think about these conditions is also a factor of no small import. 

The contrast between the wide shipping margin exacted at the 
beginning of the season and that usually required later, as described 
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in the section on margins, illustrates the effect of market information 
on margins. At the beginning of the season many markets have not 
been sounded out by the arrival and sale of a car. The prices that 
will be paid on all markets are more or less problematical, informa- 
tion is not so generally diffused as later, and the information of the 
buyer is generally more complete than that of the seller. 

The buyer or speculator knows that his profit depends upon how 
much lower than city prices he can buy and deliver cars, and the 
price he offers for early shipments is usually conservative. Later in 
the season, prices 1n the cities are more stabilized, market information 
is thoroughly diffused through the medium of government daily 
market reports and other sources, and competition forces the cash 
market close to the net that would be realized by shipping. 

It is evident that lack of market information 1s conducive to wide 
margins and that well-diffused and complete information on the 
state of the market and the influence of market factors leads to 
narrow Margins. 

é GENERAL PRICE LEVEL 

Probably inflation and other economic conditions, which have 
affected the general price level and the prices of agricultural products 
generally, had some effect on the prices paid for Bermuda onions. 
The high prices of 1919 and the low prices of 1921 may have been 
partly due to these factors, but a comparison of seasonal prices with 
indexes of commodity prices or with indexes of general agricultural 
commodity prices fails to show any marked correlation because of the 
relatively minor influence of these factors, as compared with others. 
(See Table 6.) 

PRICE FLUCTUATIONS WITHIN A SEASON 

The factors that cause wide fluctuations within the season, and the 
differences between the amount of seasonal fluctuation for different 
years, seem to be principally: (1) Period of the season and changing 
consumer demands; (2) volume of shipments from day to day; (8) 
weather conditions; (4) transportation conditions; and (5) supply and 
prices of competing foodstuffs. 

PERIOD OF THE SEASON AND CHANGING CONSUMER DEMANDS 

A considerable decline in price from the beginning of the season to 
the end is characteristic of the Bermuda season. The rate of decline 
varies, and in some years prices climb back almost to the high point. 
The general tendency of prices to fall as the season progresses 1s prob- 
ably due principally to three factors: Changing demands of con- 
sumers, heavier shipments, and poorer quality and condition. 

Consumers are willing to pay a higher price for Bermuda onions 
when they first come on the market in the spring than they are willing 
to pay later, and so far as this factor operates the usual seasonal 
dents will probably always take place. Moreover, poorer quality 
and condition of shipments as the season progresses are partly due to 
climatic factors and growing conditions on which the growers can 
probably exert slight influence. Shipments under ideal conditions 
could be controlled only enough to move the entire crop within the two 
or three months before the more cheaply produced northern onions 
are harvested. 
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What growers and shippers can do is to so organize distribution 
through the period as to prevent the flooding of every market early 
in the season with larger quantities than can readily move into con- 
sumption. That is particularly true with poorly graded onions, for 
they are harder to move than the first grade. It ought to be possible 
to temper the rapidly falling prices of a year like 1920 or 1922 by 
proper control of shipments. 

VOLUME OF SHIPMENTS FROM DAY TO DAY 

The usual seasonal fall in prices has generally been checked tempo- 
rarily whenever a cessation of shipments occurs, followed the next week 
by higher prices as markets clean up. Dealers tend to discount this 
occurrence and bid prices up immediately, particularly at shipping 
points. Where the price rise precedes or accompanies the decline in 
shipments this discounting process is responsible. Prices are bid up 
immediately when a heavy rain shuts off shipments. The shipments 
already harvested continue to move out, and, if the shipments for 
the first part of the week have been heavy, the weekly average of 
shipments may not show the effect until the following week. 

Kven huge quantities in the field seem to have lhttle depressing 
influence unless shipped steadily in large quantities. Dealers with 
plenty of onions on fend want no more except at a low price, and the 
influence of the excess supply quickly forces prices down. At the last 
of the season the effect of reduced Bermuda shipments is not so notice- 
able, because of the increasing receipts of other new stock and the 
deteriorating quality and condition of the Bermudas. 
What is needed is some workable arrangement whereby the markets 

of the country will be supplied with the proportionate part of the 
crop that they will consume. The entire crop must be marketed at 
such prices as will move all of it before it meets the competition of 
the northern onions. Under the present system the Texas crop 
breaks its own market nearly every year. With a reasonable dis- 
tribution of the shipments through the period of the movement, 
with shipments held back when markets become overloaded, it is 
probable that the total crop could be sold as easily and that much 
better average prices could be secured. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS 

Condition of the weather at shipping points during harvesting 
is an important physical factor affecting prices, as has already been 
shown. Heavy rains in the producing area retard digging and allow 
the consuming centers to dispose of accumulated stocks, thus stimu- 
lating steady orhigherprices. On the other hand, rains during harvest 
are likely to injure the carrying quality of the onions, especially if 
they are thoroughly mature, and in this way cause lower prices. 
It onions are somewhat green, rains do not injure the keeping quality 
so much. Thus rains had a double effect in 1917. Early in the 
season they raised prices by threatening to curtail shipments, but 
prices were lowered later by the influence of these rains on the keeping 
quality. 

Hot weather in consuming areas is generally thought to decrease 
demand for onions but does not seem to be an important factor. 
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TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS 

Freight rates have exerted a depressing influence whenever other 
conditions caused low prices. (See Table 8.) Since freight is a fixed 
charge, the closer the ratio between transportation cost and the sell- 
ing price of the goods, the less is the shipper’s opportunity to make 
a profit and the greater his likelihood of heavy loss if the market goes 
against him. 

Available transportation facilities also affect prices. At the be-- 
ginning of the 1920 season, the switchmen’s strike threatened for a 
time to tie up the movement and cause a very wide spread in prices 
between shipping points or accessible markets and cities that could 
not be reached. Thesame result is effected, though in a less degree, 
when there is a car shortage or when the proper kinds of cars for the 
movement of the crop can not be secured. 

TABLE 8.—Transportation cost and usual transportation period of Bermuda onions 
from Laredo, Tex., to cities shown, 1916-1923 

[Freight and war tax, in cents, per 50-pound crate] 

Shipping season 
Shipped on 

Destination i Wednesday, 

1916 | 1917 | 1918 | 1919 | 1920 | 1921 | 1922 | 1923 sold on— 
| 

SEuionis 35 | 29.0} 29.0] 30.01 37.0 | 37.0] 50.0] 440] 440] Monday. 
Chicago-____---- S25 | 82 | Bae b 1) 8515 842 ON = 857.08) Aare aoe 5 Do. 
Pittsburgh______| 41.0] 41.0] 42.0 | 55.0] 55.0| 740] 645] 645] Tuesday. 
Philadelphia_____ 46.0} 46.0] 49.5| 63.0] 63.0] 63.0! 73.5] 73.5 | Wednesday. 
ING@ws Y0rks2 2-2 47.0 47.0 50. 5 64.0} 640 85. 5 75. 0 75.0 | Thursday. 
Boston. -=2-. ==! 49.0] 49.0] 53.0] 660] 66.0} 890| 77.0] 77.0 Do. 

SUPPLY AND PRICES OF COMPETING FOODSTUFFS 

The demand for onions is not influenced by the supply of other 
foodstuffs on the market to so great an extent as the demand for most 
perishable fruits or vegetables. The demand is rather inelastic. 
Statistics of unloaded cars of all onions for the 10 leading cities of 
the United States during the calendar years 1916 to 1919 show that 
the quantity of onions consumed annually in these cities remains 
fairly constant, regardless of high or low prices. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PRICE AT A GIVEN POINT 

Wholesale prices paid for Bermuda onions are mainly dependent 
upon general and seasonal factors rather than upon condition in any 
given locality. If demand is insufficient to take a car at the usual 
price in one city, onions can be shipped to another place, or they can 
usually be held until the market has come back into line with the 
others. Prices move uniformly in all of the principal cities, partic- 
ularly those in a given eastern or western group. (See Table 9.) 
Variations between prices paid in different cities result from: (1) Dif- 
ferences in quantity, quality, and condition of receipts; (2) dif- 
ferences in transportation rates from shipping points; (3) degree of 
competition of dealers; (4) weather conditions in the city; (5) market 
preferences; and (6) miscellaneous factors. 

14 United States Department of Agriculture. The Market Reporter, July 17, 1920, p. 1. 
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TABLE 9.—Average weekly prices per crate for commercial-pack yellow Bermuda 
onions at six principal markets and at shipping point, 1916-1923 

Week ended— a ree 

1916 
/Nj oye leet adie = Oe Speeteiaiee Leste area $1. 66 

ee a ee ee ee ere 135 
Se ee ee Se hE 1. 66 
ON) Ee Lok wen eee Oy 5 1. 83 
PAs a sa PRE e255 EES 1. 68 

VT a Obs Sars Ek SS ee 1. 54 
Poe eee ae ee ee 1.65 
DAY) se, oe De ee ~ a ee 1. 83 
DADE = ie Cia ne eo eens 2. 20 

1917 
ANT Suse es es ee ee EER. Semi k es 

Nya es cau Ve RE cy ee 4. 37 
DR REE SN ek Tee Pa OE 4.45 
ON See ae te ees 5: ae 3. 87 

WH GAP AD eo Sous Sete Eos he ee re a eae 2.45 
S32 aan coe ON Ea ke Be 2. 16 
PAU) = See pana Liege A> ye Saat ga Rt 2. 18 
1 ee ee Te oe 1.94 

UNC ss oe ee le ee a2 
1) asia Be os er a ene Sys 13 
Lip ee eS re ee ER 1. 33 
DARE tae Mere a Mee See Le toe 

1918 
PNT OS eI YG) «= 2 sa ASN IN A a ca el Le oe pal 

DO Tee ee Boy ee Le ne 2. 62 
20) PS See eh aot Peeve ws See 2513 

VIE ye Gs ss ee eee ee 1.73 
Bie ete 7 58 St ee wary eS 1. 84 
D1 is ES Slee eens SR a eee Ses 1.76 
DN fT ie a a Oe Se ARE Bh ee, Se 1.61 

AE UBYS no eae Se os ea alle eee eS ie e/ 
10) 2S sch ee * or ed 1. 24 
17 eepenntye ie aks, See val eee il Gant 
DAA Set NE ree EP AS il-7/il 

Adar S Seen Gee Siem eae cece NR 1.85 

1919 
PANIED 2a ect eee See eee op LES 

DORE STs St: WEED Ty Tiss 4,79 
iam Gees hbo aS React ese a 3. 67 

a oe Ss hc a Sale ls 3.97 
DO) eat te at eee es oR Oe 5. 26 
i (aac ae OI Ee cE Nee DP 4. 60 

SP TUITN Cie ete ee en ON Ray ge 4,15 
BL (Fe op errata oe Pine 4.15 
ze ee RS ee 4, 25 
DA Ba BP SS RSS Sh i ee DEAS RI MN ed 

ce a7 ir ey = Sie ata Ss ee 8 le (a 

1920 
AASOSBH GING) STS 9 dit ene aot ear eae [Roe 

PDAS AA SSE SRLS Sees SIR |: ee ee 
DORR em ok = KERN, oo dete 6. 00 

IMIENYS GES Aes eS i Serie as ae 4, 85 
[BS Past + aie eee 3.13 
2) epee tee ee Seen SE, 2. 82 
PY (Se eee Says Fee ie ola 1.97 

ICSE BS a: Se oe een 1.71 
19) 2eee a © sa ne OS ee i ee 1. 25 
f(a irene dh eee See ae 1.18 
D7 kee a OEE AE 2 ei hae apne 1. 03 

1921 
ER FOTNG 1 cee ae te oo 3. 50 

ee ee ee eae 3.15 
1S se St Sh pe Re 2. 00 
Wp i eae al Na OE EE SR a Meri 
PA) <5 eae Pe ee ee 1. 80 

IMIG (Dice = ate ug re ae eae 1.70 
[USE eases Ee ete eth! bk 1. 58 
7) ae Ne ee ere ee 1.55 
ater ee na cB Ok 1. 58 

TNC ym See ee ee yank Sohn me 1. 56 
iQ) 5 Saas SS es OE: oa Mee i by? 
1G) 3 ae Sen Tee ts eae ae ae 1. 50 

HR 

ROR et et et 

Fe Cea ROI RO Coie 

GO 09 00 29 OO OD CO ICR A ep 

ee ee ON GL eas 

Tell sell ell cell cell cell eel cell ell cell SOM SO) 

Fe a IIR) ORO Ou ROS Ee ee ie tee Coe ree oe 

5 Tt RNS 

et a et NS) 

I al al ol ol el ol 

Ee ee NIN NIN) 

Phila- 
delphia 

BRS ot tt et et et ta eer ey RL LO aL! 

te mas ae a ek ol Soe 

ae a ES LOSSES 

St. 
Tats Laredo 

15435 | ee ee ee 
EA ees Se 
135 | Se See 
1562) |e ao ak eee 
1} $1. 22 
1. 40 ie ale/ 
1. 36 1, 22 
1.48 1 337/ 
1. 80 1. 67 

4.00 2. 66 
3. 80 2. 76 
3. 30 2. 58 
2. 67 1. 78 
1.95 1.41 
1.81 1. 58 
2. 02 1. 74 
2500) |e ae jae 
in| ee Sie 
1461 | Sears wen lies 
129) [pes eee 
Ap Gia [Es See 

eee 1. 24 
petal epee 1. 29 

Pd, 1) 1532 
See ose suis 1.18 
pe Bs ee eee 1.07 
oper rae . 92 
Safe ae 568} 

Aas Re PLO 

3.75 2. 60 
3.47 2. 59 
BDO 7, FAL 
3. 90 Bh Bi! 
4. 04 3. 50 
35903 | aes aes 
35601 aaa taars 
2565) |e Bs 

See eaeeset 3. 80 
4. 50 2. 96 
4,25 2. 33 
3. 30 2. 07 
2. 42 1. 43 
1. 82 15732 
1o3h| =a Ree 
L665 |e toys 
0 5)q| Babe Be 
W885 (Gee Sie 

iL 4 tj Bee er ae 

Lae ee uals) 
2. 08 .95 
1. 59 , 84 
1. 60 5 Flt 
1.61 Atal 
1. 34 . 64 
1. 47 .79 
152 . 82 
1 Was Loy) (ene eee ee 
LSS 3) S55 ae 
115) 1 | ee oe 

110 eso 2S 
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TABLE 9.—Average weekly prices per crate for commercial-pack yellow Bermuda 
onions at six principal markets and at shipping point, 1916—1923—Continued 

New | = A Pitts- Phila- St. 
Week ended— York Chicago burgh Boston delphia Laie Laredo 

: 1922 

sAsporile Mic se ee ee oe Se ol 2 ee ae LF (ia [eee ecead Sal (ere ee ee $5:007 |= 
Sey lee a Pee eee $6. 00 $4. 60 5. 41 $6. 00 $5. 20 4. 66 | $3. 50 
GE Sie eek Be 5. 37 4. 37 4.91 5.41 4. 58 4.16 | 2. 62 
AA GS SS EOE, Bo ER Se 3. 41 2. 58 3. 16 3. 85 Bh BY/ 2. 42 | 1. 64 
DORIS oe Se eet ee oF 2. 08 2. 36 2.41 2. 64 2. 41 Donel 1. 66 

INA aya G ese en re A ES 2. 70 2. 74 2. 96 2. 76 2. 58 2.33 2.19 
i See ee ee Bes Boe ee 2. 50 2. 29 2. 58 2.57 2. 43 2. 00 1523 
3, | pk ss SACS Beeraiced 3) og eae ee 1.81 1. 66 2.08 1.89 yan 1.59 1. 25 
Dither s A ERE Le eee 1. 87 1.71 2. 06 1.83 1. 84 1 SY Or > Saw oe See 

ETUC hab pie oe 2 ae ee = Ae ee 1.79 1.65 155 1.75 1.97 Dba (al ae Se eA 
LO Seie  Ne se EE oe ata ag 115 1.65 1. 42 IETS 2. 00 | O2s tea 
HU fe Esa ok a Be ee Gee ey es SE sree IS6SaiS: ees Bes 2A 2. 25 T3501 |E es ae 

1923 
JaXy OV eA ae 2 Se See eee By Aas (eee SRS 3. 00 4. 50 200 nee ee ee 

So See y= ar ee ee en |e des ae ete La | ee een 8 3.13 7 ly fiat ea Sembee g pase iD 
TNE a Ba Na Fe eee ee | ae See On eg | 3. 75 2584. |So ee 2. 50 
De i le ae Soe es Eee 2. 83 2. 40 3. 65 4.38 3.35 2. 88 2. 06 
Do) Oe aera eee ye cree i Ve 2.81 3.13 3. 58 3. 50 3. 33 2. 25 1.89 

INTE) = Gb oe oe ee ee ee 200 Be 7Al| 3. 08 2atD 3. 25 2. 67 1.65 
IS eh <a ee ee RL ae AT 2. 64 2, 29 2. 58 | 2.85 2. 41 PARI 1. 73 
20S ek 7 i noe area De 2.79 207 3. 04 3. 13 2. 60 2. 30 2. 14 
OL fe S, Se aR D2 kPa 2. 64 2. 63 2. 81 2.75 2. 68 Did Lal eee oe 

JUNC =o oy ee Re PR ee 2. 50 220i 2. 70 2.50 2.49 2s l3i. eee 
OAs sa OE es eee tee ea 2. 30 2. 50 2. 50 7 Fa 4 Ne lara Ses eer (are 
Seka ea eel Se eee 2. 50 2. 38 2.505) 2 see ee 2k i Sit al (ee eevee: 
DA MENER Gh ESRI RORNERS 2 a eee Bl Sols 2. 50 DOS Nea ae eee 2.79 205 ee ee 

lye oleh ee ae ea ee 2. 55 2.65 2. 81 247) 24 Ge) 2:00" | eee 

DIFFERENCES IN AMOUNT, QUALITY, AND CONDITION OF RECEIPTS 

The quantity of receipts of Bermuda onions does not affect prices 
on individual large markets so much as might be expected. This 
can be seen if comparison is made of Tables 9 and 10. Prices rise and 
fall together on the six principal markets with little regard to the in- 
dividual differences in receipts, principally because the semiperish- 
able character of the commodity admits of short-time storage and 
adjustments of distribution within a few days. In smaller cities 
price records show that large or small local receipts of onions exert 
more influence on the price. 

TaBLe 10.—Weekly unloads of onions during the Bermuda season in six principal 
markets, 1916-1922 

| New York Chicago Pittsburgh Boston Philadelphia St. Louis 
Week ended— | 

Total | Texas | Total | Texas | Total | Texas | Total | Texas | Total | Texas | Total | Texas 

| 

1916 | | 
Mar: D5 oie 2 137 6 18 2 19 | 3 32 | Les ee 
ADE. le eee eo | 176 41 37 15 29 | 13 | 68 8 45 21 11 4 

Sokae sri 156 51 55 37 36 | 26| 62 | 17 61 42 | 17 14 
Uae ott Oe 101 39 48 36 33 31 | 54 29 50 38 23 23 
F2sk Wee Se 9114 33 41 3 40 37 | 42 37 23 21 19 | 18 
73 Se eee 10014 70 38 36 40 39 | 27 20 10 9 11 | 11 

Winty Geteee | 12914 79 63 51 25 | 21 59 48 2444! 17 35 34 
1 Nad 74 27 55 | 35 52 | 50 4] 41 3344; 31 16 | 15 
7: WRTeP eee 49 31 64 | 37 43 34 64 63 42 38 19 14 
27 a: | 61 26 58 | 38 71| 60 43 43 | 76 62 12 | 10 

SRG 35h Mee | 70 28 56 | 27 CT es Ca heb 16 41 41 20 | 9 
(ie Wa | 26 31 51 26 32 | 19 | 23 22 28° 1" 38 9) 5 
7 sh sarees 43 30 | 39 31 10 | 10 | 28 28 23 23 9 6 
D7 2 aed 15 Steet Sai 1 8 | 4 9 7 7% 6% 2 l 

Ply 2, eo 35 Che ‘| 1 7 1 14 | 2 14 lt A See 
ee SEPM RL 6 2s Ne eae) 4 2 | 0 314 M4 | 2s oer ees 
1917 | | 

Aspe emer 4 2 16 13 nt) 7 1 | 1 15 13 
Bee eke | a 17 45 42 | 22 | 22 16 | 8 23 19 11 il 
Doak ee Peres 71 57 45 | 38 38 14 13 36 36 26 26 

Wiay 1Gn2 2 se | 137 130 40 39 67 64 58 56 | 75 75 30 29 
LE Re ey 179 179 73 68 26 24 75 73 45 44 24 | 23 
DOE 6 Fes 107 102 61 51 25 24 52 51 34 34 28 27 
7 (lg Ge 140 133 51 27 25 | 21 43 39 29 29 35 31 

reer a 
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TaBLeE 10.—Weekly unloads of onions during the Bermuda season in six principal 
markets, 1916—1922— Continued 
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June 

July 
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May 

June 

July 

Apr. 

May 

June 

July 

Apr. 

May 

June 

Apr. 

May 

June 

Philadelphia St. Louis 

Total | Texas | Total | Texas 

22 22 43 38 
32 32 24 24 
29 29 25 21 
23 23 19 16 
28 28 10 6 
35 35 6 6 
15 13 6 3 

18 8 7 7 
23 9 3 3 
31 20 19 19 
43 35 15 15 
35 30 23 23 
37 36 9 9 
40 39 9 9 
26 26 11 ll 
26 25 6 6 
18 18 0 0 
5 4 1 1 
7 iy 3 3 

9 2 2 
24 5 5 
24 10 10 
25 di 7 
32 21 17 
35 18 15 
32 6 5 
15 8 6 
1 3 1 

Be es hse Ca | (Pris BEE eee 
Zo Peg Ue aaa po Sey 

12 ren Ogee Set eee 
25 9 8) 
51 4 4 
50 5 5 
32 6 6 
50 3 3 
58 3 3 
60 4 4 
50 0 0 
52 0 0 
14 1 1 

TIPS Wp icsea Mane |S ee £0 | or 

Peo dl be Weer or [ae ae 2 Eo 
19 8 4 
26 10 6 
43 7 7 
45 a 6 
35 Il 11 

31 10 10 
41 15 15 

35 35 35 
36 11 11 
30 13 11 
15 1 1 
7 1 1 

25 6 5 
23 19 19 . 
56 | 31 30 
44 | 21 21 
53 16 16 
39 22 22 
51 16 16 
32 14 14 
21 7 4 
16 8 5 
24 10 5 
19 8 2 

New York Chicago |. Pittsburgh Boston 

Week ended— : = 

Total | Texas | Total | Texas | Total | Texas Total | Texas 

1917 
B iges Ts eal 186 —s«168 30 27 22 18 | 68 | 64 

1Oe se eee 137 | 134 41 32 17 8 | 61 49 
17a oe 115 lll 57 42 33 21 33 30 
DANAE: LRT 64 52 | 40 | 34 23 14 | 25 23 | 
Leet, ces 66 | 63 | 19 | 16 4 0" 12 8 
Savin ae 38 | 38 21 5 9 1 | 17 13 
[see 38 D7 ale 2 16: | 1 20 6, | ae? 4 
ip mg ac Oa 41 (a0) = alae 2 14 2 | 6. | 4 

| | | 

1918 | | 
7/7 rata: 93 10 | 11 | i 5 12 1 
DO AENS oe 69 26 | 17 lef 13 15 2 
622 es 79 34 17 13 38 14 11 

13 59 37 7 | 4 35 7 7 
202 Eos 82 70 23 | 17 16 14 12 
Vie > 74 67 | 37 35 19 17 12 
a eee Dee 145 132 | 59 57 29 3 3 
GS-2 335.2 145 128 | 47 | 46 26 25 25 
1 We copa ee 92 69 | 20 18 it 20 20 
ios ak Seah 17 16 31 21 3 10 8 
{eee 32 18 33 | 18 3 4 3 
(cis PES EES 34 | 3344 42 | i 2 10 6 
1 hee Se ee 53 3 | 32 | 5 1 3 2 
De ith oa 14 th 22 | [| ee meee ret lela = Peers 
QONe HE Ze 14 3 | 12 y al a aa Reva kas elie Me = epee 

1919 
D8 ares eee 47 | 11 21 17 6 | 9 7 
Ghee 28 13 33 29 16 | 9 5 

1S a Rey See 76 48 | 53 49 32 | 22 20 
DL Vek Sean pee 48 46 44 39 40 9 8 | 

PH ES le ee 60 51 69 50 29 | 14 13 
2 aay ie 83 46 | 44 | 35 29 18 9 

If) Ss. Seen 65 17 | 54 33 18 | 39 20 
1 by (Peotae rees 82 21 | 39 32 17 30 6 
DAS ee 31 4 25 16 8 15 8 

1h Age oe 32 3 13 BE ES AEA || 2 a A 4 4 

1920 
toe Cee 12 | 1h Nees 21 gee Lgl ae ieee er ae Ui pee eanpat| Nii 8 ad MeO ote 

ee aes 6 1 | 8 Dal A seeder i ses a) PR a, 
D2 PE ate tke ce od eae ee 4 THyed xe ae "5 eal? | Fn Ne ei 
D9 rss 2 | 0 28 28 | 6h] ee ee 
Gx arn 36 23 48 46 24 14 14 

13 et B= 64 | 59 40 39 28 24 24 
202 es ein 113 102 44 33 36 26 25 
ey (rt Se 189 168 30 19 33 55 51 
5 ee eet 204 124 39 39 27 109 92 

(Ve ees 150 106 55 39 21 52 39 
1p es See 80 76 64 29 8 31 19 
17 ee ah es 30 29 21 il?/ 0 36 3.9 
ee Se 3 3 3 1 6 8 0 
ee is Sa 1 ike! 7 1 5 3 2 

1921 
1 | Se Sen 11 3 2 1 3 2 1 
Seno 35 11 12 3 8 31 9 

15 eee S.. 137 71 23 21 15 39 22 
DO eae 114 53 32 31 22 27 16 
295 Re Ae 101 77 21 20 22 36 32 
Geo ee 117 | 90 38 36 33 37 27 
seek ae 204 166 45 43 24 78 84 
1, 1) see Seas Se 102 62 40 39 38 43 39 
Ds ee 155 118 51 36 21 4} 32 
3 iy eg Rea 150 90 39 23 22 25 17 
LO es 65 16 29 13 22 33 8 
1 [7 (essence es 18 2 31 4 5 46 0 
DAN Za en S| | | a A | (ee et | ee 12 1 

1922 
onan Sate 42 21 20 8 1 9 7 
yee 66 45 32 11 12 17 15 
77) Satie oe 120 119 65 62 21 26 26 
29 ee ee 201 199 80 79 44 60 58 
oye he ae 109 109 65 62 25 58 58 

AG Snes 83 | 82 32 31 52 31 31 
DAs a Le 109 | 102 67 48 28 55 54 
ya ee 109 85 64 29 16 43 33 
Seo ee 105 62 71 14 12 14 3 

i tobe are 54 14 Y/ 12 9 21 6 
| A ee 56 0 18 Ja eet a | [vane ae Se 3 0 
D7 ae 55 3 32 Fy | ee hea 38 6 
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The effect of differences in quality and condition is more noticeable. 
The severe decline on the Philadelphia market in June, 1919, was the 
result of heavy arrivals of stock in poor condition. Poor quality and 
condition depress prices more than the difference between the prices 
paid for the different grades on most markets would indicate, because 
such onions tend to clog the channels of trade. 

TaBLE 11.—Wholesale prices of commercial-pack yellow Bermuda onions, per crate, 
in consuming centers and at shipping points, 1916-1923 

1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 

1 | op ' 20 1 a) ! ) ' oo ' a0 1 a0 ' ao 
i ~ HM m I oo ~ I 
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AMAT DG a te tra fa SS a | Re he | EAD | eee | See | ee | OS 4: 00| 32228 

DT A a Pd NY | POE STR Sy] Sea | ec ee ee | er | S500 eee 
288 ee MDD ae SA PY i I iF RS | Ae = tr a ee | ate | arene ee | 22 88 | ae 
29 DO Da A Ne eae | igs | ey me A | eg a | ee es | eae 13308 |) e205 aces |e Postete| Ee 
30 Eis $y eae hawt (rarer | Meee ee le ae te eee rel Ee Sancta lea eee | ee 3332 
31 MSG Se cel] Be RA ES IRS a a an) | re | eee 2:50] bo TO |e ae S| oe SS |S ein 

DNR al ID FD | ee | ee | i ee |e eR eS eee eh ee 200 ater 0 |e s | ee Sun. 
2 SUT | ee ee Fee Ee a || ee | ee SCO) TEN = ee See Sats | 
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4 P48 | eS eee PET AS) Vee | Pn al [es peepee, |e ye (Rdg Se ny ee 2a Of OO Ros 44 | see De Golan 

5 1238) pees ee 22 OO ss | SOE | ees |e eee es 2.911 1.00] 4.87}|_---- 2° 63|245== 
6 32) eee 2210 ea ee | ae ee | | ee ee 2568s O04 e9b| see ata] | Ay As 
7 1433 |Se8s= Ze (00) [ees era Nera eee eee are |e mee | em ES ee oe 2564/2590! os 0023250) 5025 GaleeiD 
8 13 7| ee es Sumi ee wet sa IS a ge Sea ee Ue igen | ee 7Me4e)) Sete! <3 (Soe Wns |e 
9 Sums aeeae 42502 SO\ee saan Sk eee ae ee | ee | eee ool) —ofi| Subtle a. 3. 00} 2. 50 

10 Uaioe AS OO R25 (0|ae 1 Eps (a Pe BN | se AZO ULI | ee 5. 15} 3.00} 3.00} 2. 50 
11 44 ieee 4.00 (Saas P20 Bee | eet Suns 2. 07 85] 4.95] 2.75) 3.00] 2.50 
iN, [nk 48 | Eee ANS 2 a/)| eee PA eee mel pea 5. 88] 4.00} 2: 01 90} 4.86) 2.75) 3.00}____- 
13 56 |S SO | eT 2 | ee ee Pelee | meee 1 5.75] 3.75} 1.96 (ab 46 Un) er BU cee 2 2. 50 
14 Gi eee 4525 | nam Sun? Shen | Reenr ss Sloe S5lioso, le 95 80} 4.61) 2. 50}-____- 2. 50 
15 UW oss 2 Sums aaa APSA te Aa ie creel LP Te se 3. 25} 1.80 90). 4..4:1|0 2225) Sunt|as = 
16 Sunk) sss LN DAN Oday | DPA AL PAN oe ll ea a 3.00} 1.70 75 SStme ses 3. 42) 2. 25 
ig/ 176 =aa LEAD) Po TU Doel p be W ie ena leo Se 3200l Suns|ass== 4.18} 2.00} 3.10} 2.00 
18 se 4 | eee AG e2800|= =e i Fess 0) ee |B ee Sunt aaens 1.89 75| 3.54) 2.00} 3.30} 2.00 
19 LTP eieate 4.09} 2. 50) 1 2.87) 1.30) 4. 87)_____ 5.00} 3.10} 1.90 75| 3.10) 1.85) 2. 56] 2. 10 
20 i All ee ANOS e251 () pee utes ere Sunt sates | seen 2.90} 1.91 75, 2.86) 1.50} 3.63] 2.00 
21 4 See 32872540 25unie 4387) ee 5. 75} 3.00] 1. 96 80{ 2.78) 1.25) 2.92} 2.00 
22 iy Celeseae SULTS | eee Zod loO leo O00 eee 5. 50) 2. 75} 1. 88 80) 2050) 1625) Sunes ae 
23 Sunsiees 3. 83} 2. 30} 2.30] 1.30) 5.00) 2.75] 4.50) 2.60) 1.85) .80} Sun.j____- 3. 40} 2. 00 
24 EGS | eee S761 1s 90) 2550130) 4488 he 5lheorss| cao0 Sune ees 2-4) ee | 3.25; 1.75 
25 Us(OYfje aso 3528 ole b) 2s 05 SOle4enl ol eeOOl SUL nee 1.87} .80) 2.25) 1.40) 2:98) 1.75 | 
26 Ie Ghee 3.29} 1e75| 2520) 1.40) 4558) 2250)" 5.50) 2.25)" 196) 275) 9 2521/1550) Salsieieva 
27 Gj as 2581 150) 2518) el. 80)e Sunk Sosa A O22. 25) LOLs 270) 22527 1a 7b als ee 
28 1163 | 1525 |e2aG5 lOO lls Uae | eee 4, 38] 2.50} 4.75] 2.20] 1.72) .60) 2.41] 2.00} 2.70} 2.00 
29 1966| 1220) Sune |s22 1.87] 1.30) 4.15) 2.50) 4.81) 2.20) x1. 72 GO E2500) Sundaes 
30 Sine | aes 2546]) 1750)" 2583) 25|) v4 13) ees 4.90} 2.20) 1.68 00], Stns | seers 3. 03) 1.85 

May 1 1.62} 1.20] 2.34] 1.25] 1.83} 1.25] 4.18) 2.50) 4.70) 2.25) Sun.j____- 2.01 |" 2.00]. os labels og 
2 152) 1e20)> 2219) 150) 173i. 10]; 142 00|) 2560) Suntieas 1 60 <5) 2.670 2225) | 2594 elere 
3 1.47} 1.20) 2.10} 1.30) 1.75] 1.10) 4.01} 2.60) 4.41) 2.20] 1.64) .60; 2.71) 2.25) 3.08) 1.55 
4 TAT LOO 2514 SAO a3 |e Suns |paee 4.00} 2.00; 1.60) .70) 2.82) 2.25) 3.27) 1.60 
5 12451 1820)\ee2 10) se oOl Sue eee 3. 86] 2.65} 3.54] 2.00] 1.61} .70} 2.79) 2.00) 2.63) 1.60 
6 15 2| 20 | Sun |aee 10 | See 3268) 2560) 3: 54) P7512 1.62) 75|' s2a74 1 90h Sime eee | 
a Sin aa 2:04) 1250)" 1:20) As OO)! 932 68) 2550) S242) 160 eal Sol sun ee y Mig { 1): See 
8 150)! 1520) 1396) 250|> Ta73| bP sn63))2ac0) onOd|) dagO|motin:) seeee 2. 66) 1.65] 2.52) 1.50 
9 152120) 91599) 50) S163 ls 20 Ss olezao0 ese eeee 1. 68 80} 2.64] 1.50) 2.44) 1.50 

10 TOO ele 25 e960 ls lerdal ace 3. 82] 2.70) 2.88) 1.25) 1.68 SO)? 726 49loes = 2600S ke Co 
11 1,158]) LasOle 99) L60) Weill 00s stimne| se DITAS AUS PAN |= ahaa (a 80} 2.31] 1.00} 2.47) 1.90 
12 DG e252 OS |p Leyva tane eee 4.04| 2.75) 2.48) 1.30) 1.69 80} 2.31] 1.00} 2.68) 2.00 
13 DG ls 5 ee | ee 1. 69} 1.00} 4.06} 3.00} 2.42) 1.30) 1.67 80" Qo02| "1 00st as 
14 SLT: ae 2.09) 1.80) 1.63} 1.00) 4.38] 3.40) 2.52) 1.30) 1.70 80) Suni. 22 2. 86) 2.10 
15 162N Tes0l) 2D eral le GOlnd COMA bole oO) 26 Oly les Ole ule) eee 1SB3aleso oe 2.94) 2.15 
16 L6G lersO lez, 14) Leet O2| mre o AOR Bp Pat] shia) |e 1. 70 p45) fae eM A?) farce 2. 85} 2.15 
17 Le67 Meso 2S abl we CO 90) bea. 9lncatole 244) lt 4 Olen G yee 1e8h)) <75) 9 2863 pelo 
18 eA pale) Aes ak 70h UES] lt)] BSibiayfe ee PIX]! Ie S{O}p Ua (ota e eo 1:81} 1.00). 2imaje2als 
19 Le8s|ple40) 22 .9ieoeee SUT eee AS83| id. 20|) 2acol Li oOllamleo2eaeee 1275) 100) 2.70) 22a 
20 LS86)el oOlseee ee ee 1 Bore: Spree: 1) a: tay A He 7A, BV Alen le OAs] porn Ratt: TSO ace ) SUD soe 

1 Date when reports were first received from at least three markets. Average prices previous to this 
tend to be unreliable, because computed from two markets only, so that poor quality receipts or exceptional 
conditions in either market would exert too great an influence. 
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TaBLE 11.—Wholesale prices of commercial-pack yellow Bermuda onions, per crate, 
in consuming centers and at shipping points, 1916-—1923—Continued 

1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 
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DIFFERENCES IN TRANSPORTATION RATES FROM SHIPPING POINTS 

The freight rate per crate from Laredo, Tex., to Chicago in 1922 
was approximately 50 cents, as compared with 75 cents to New York. 
Similar differentials existed with regard to other cities. A still greater 
difference in rates exists between California and Texas shipping 
points. Freight rates thus create fixed advantages of certain ship- 
ping points and markets over others which will always be indicated 
by the price paid, other things being equal. 

In the producing areas those growers located at a distance from 
the important buying centers have sometimes had to sell their onions 
a few cents per crate less than otherwise because of the lack of com- 
petition. 
between the dealers has usually been rather keen. 

In the important shipping centers, however, competition 
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WEATHER CONDITIONS IN THE CITY 

Weather conditions in consuming centers do not affect onion prices 
so much as they do prices of more perishable fruits and vegetables, as 
has already been shown. Theoretically, Bermuda onions should sell 
shghtly better in cool than in warm weather, but available records do 
not prove this to be true. Onion prices seem to be rather independent 
of ordinary weather conditions in consuming centers. 

MARKET PREFERENCES 

Crystal Wax boilers (small onions) have usually sold at a discount 
of 50 cents to $1 per crate from the price paid for grade No. 1 in most 
principal markets, except New York. New York City has a large 
foreign population that wants small Crystal Wax onions, enough to 
offer a premium of 25 to 50 cents for these onions over grade No. 1. 
In 1919 the premium rose to $1. If a grower grades carefully and is 
prepared to take advantage of such market preferences, he can often 
net considerable profit for himself with little additional expense. 

So far as other grades of the two varieties are concerned, a!! the 
larger markets over a period of time show about equal preferences 
for an equivalent grade of one variety over the other as measured 
by the price differential. All markets seem to pay more for Crystal 
Wax at the beginning of the season in about the same proportion; all 
pay about equally as the season progresses; and Crystal Wax prices 
generally decline on all at the clean-up on account of the deterioration 
in quality. However, at any given time one market may be paying 
a greater premium for Crystal Wax than another on account of irregu- 
larities in local consumption or irregularity of supply. 

MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS 

Several factors which sometimes exert a considerable influence upon 
prices paid ata given point, but are difficult to measure, include good or 
bad salesmanship of the trade, extent to which onions are pushed by 
retail agencies, earning power of the PeoDy at the time, character of 
the population in a given city, and bargaining ability of traders. 
The mliuetice of these factors varies greatly at different periods and 
no conclusions are warranted without further study. 

All of the factors discussed in the preceding pages do not operate 
simultaneously in every market; sometimes one factor is of prevailing 
influence and sometimes another. Usually the price at a given point 
depends upon the operation of the factors that produce changes in 
seasonal conditions and changes in condition within the season even 
more than upon local conditions. On the other hand, local conditions 
react upon the broader market, for, obviously, when local conditions 
are unfavorable in several important markets prices must decline 
generally. The price paid at a given point at a given time for a 
given quantity of Bermuda onions of a certain description will depend 
upon the interaction and interrelation of the factors described, and 
will be the net resultant of these various forces. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Bermuda onions are grown in southern Texas, southern California, 
and Louisiana; principally in Texas. They supply nearly all of the 
markets during April, May, and June, but three-fourths of them are 
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marketed within a space of five weeks. Shipments usually come 
quickly to a peak, decline slightly on account f rains and a change in 
producing areas, advance to a second peak and then quickly decline, 
although a few straggling cars continue to be shipped for several 
weeks. 

Bermudas are distributed in carlot quantities throughout the 
United States, Canada, and Cuba. Eighty per cent are sent to the 
26 per cent of the population in cities of 100,000 or over. One-third 
of the cities with a population of 25,000 or over in the United States 
do not receive so much as 1 car of Bermudas a year, and 20 per cent 
have not received a car for eight years. 

The grower markets his onions in one of the following ways: (1) 
Sale through a dealer who has financed the grower; (2) by contracts 
prior to harvest; (3) for cash at shipping point; (4) through an agent 
on consignment; (5) through a cooperative association; (6) direct 
through wholesale dealers in consuming centers. 

There is much difference of opinion as to the relative merits of 
selling at shipping point or at destination. Thesale at point of desti- 
nation has generally been the more profitable for the grower at the 
beginning of the season and least profitable near the close of the 
season. The dealer who buys at shipping point and ships to con- 
suming centers performs certain valuable services for the grower. 
For these services, including all costs except transportation, he has 
received an average of 13 cents a crate the past seven years, as com- 
pared with 23 cents for transpcertation and 64 cents for the producer. 
Aside from the question of the relative worth of his services and of 
the margin he receives, the greatest weakness of the system from the 
erower’s standpoint is that such buyers are likely to be on hand when 
conditions are favorable, but either receive shipments only on con- 
signment or leave the section entirely when marketing conditions 
are most unfavorable, with the result that the grower is without the 
buyer’s services when he needs marketing facilities the most. 

Bermuda onion prices are characterized by wide fluctuation both 
within each season and as between one season and another. This 
extreme variation, coupled with very high costs of production, renders 
the growing of Bermuda onions unusually speculative. 

our groups of factors affect Bermuda onion prices: (1) Physical 
factors inherent in the given lot of Bermudas; (2) factors primarily 
determining the variations between seasons; (3) those factors influ- 
encing price fluctuations within a given season; and (4) those factors 
influencing prices principally at a given point. These groups may be 
severally subdivided into five or six factors, each of which may have 
an important effect at particular times. Probably the most impor- 
tant are the variety, quality,and condition of the stock, the amount 
of carry over of old onions, the prices at which these onions are selling 
when the season opens, the steadiness and volume of shipments of 
new stock during the season, and the period in the season. 

So close a correlation exists between the quantity of old onions in 
storage February 1 and the opening price of Bermuda onions, that 
it is possible to predict approximately the prices for Bermudas two 
eritlis before the season opens. The quantity of old onions in 
storage exerts an influence on the opening and seasonal prices of the 
new stock out of proportion to the relative size of the old-stock carry 
over and the new crop of Bermudas. 
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The size of the new crop exerts only a moderate influence on the 
price level at which the new crop will sell. The rate of shipments 
does, however, affect the price during the season considerably. The 
tendency of Bermuda prices every year is to decline as the season 
progresses. But whenever shipments are diminished materially, 
this tendency has been checked. 

Poorly graded onions exert a depressing influence on prices to a 
greater degree than the difference in quality would indicate. They 
tend to accumulate in dealers’ hands and by increasing the visible ~ 
supply retard the sale of all onions. 

Most of the factors affecting prices are beyond the contro! of the 
individual grower. He should do all he can to have his onions ready 
for the early market, he should grade carefully, and he should ship 
according to the market. 

The big problems of marketing Bermuda onions can be successfully 
solved only by organized united effort. A thoroughly organized 
working organization of a good majority of those interested can (1) 
distribute the crop more thoroughly, develop markets not now being 
reached, and stimulate consumption by consciously directed effort; 
(2) feed the market gradually what it can consume during the Ber- 
muda season at reasonable prices, instead of throwing the stock on the 
market at once regardless of demand; (3) install a system of grading 
and inspection that will prevent shipment of huge quantities of un- 
graded onions to clog the channels of trade; and (4) be ready to serve 
the industry whether marketing conditions are favorable or not, and 
ready to put forth unusual effort to move the crop in those years 
when marketing conditions are at their worst. A sufficient start 
has already been made to prove that all of these objects can be 
accomplished. 

UNITED STATES GRADES FOR BERMUDA ONIONS” 

Recommended by the United States Department of Agriculture 

U.S. Grape No. 1 

U.S. Grade No. 1 shall consist of sound onions of one variety which are mature, 
bright, well-shaped, free from doubles, splits, bottle-necks, and seed-stems, and 
practically free from damage caused by dirt or other foreign matter, moisture, 
sunburn, cuts, disease, insects, or by mechanical or other means. ‘The diameter 
shall not be less than two inches. 

In order to allow for variations incident to commercial grading and handling, 
six percentum by weight of any lot need not meet the foregoing requirements 
of this grade. In the case of yellow onions not more than five percentum by 
weight of any lot may be noticeably pink. 

If any lot which meets the requirements of this grade contains more than ten 
percentum by weight of onions with a diameter of three and one-half inches or 
more, the grade name shall be ‘“‘U. S. Grade No. 1 Large.’’ 

U. S. Grave No. 2 

U. S. Grade No. 2 shall consist of sound onions of one variety not meeting the 
requirements of U. S. Grade No. 1, which are free from doubles, splits, bottle- 
necks, and seed-stems, and practically free from damage caused by moisture, 
sunburn, cuts, disease, insects, or mechanical means. The diameter shall not be 
less than two inches. ; 

In order to allow for variations incident to commercial grading and han- 
dling ten percentum by weight of any lot may be below the requirements of this 
grade. : 

16 From United States Department of Agricylture Department Circular No. 97, 1920. 
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If any lot which meets the requirements of this grade contains more than ten 
percentum by weight of onions with a diameter of three and one-half inches or 
more, the grade name shall be ‘“‘U. S. Grade No. 2 Large.” 

If any lot which meets the requirements of U. 8. Grade No. 2 or U.S. Grade 
No. 2 Large contains more than ten percentum by weight of noticeably pink 
onions, the grade name shall be “‘U. S. Grade No. 2 Pink” or “U. S. Grade 
No. 2 Large, Pink,” as the case may be. 

U.S. Grape BorLers 

U.S. Grade Boilers shall consist of sound onions of one variety which are free 
from doubles, splits, bottle-necks, and seed-stems, and practically free from dam- 
age caused by moisture, sunburn, cuts, disease, insects, or mechanical means. 
The diameter shall not be less than one inch nor more than two inches. 

In order to allow for variations incident to commercial grading and handling, 
six percentum by weight of any lot may be below the requirements of this grade. 

U.S. Grave No. 3 

U.S. Grade No. 3 shall consist of onions which do not meet the requirements 
of any of the foregoing grades. 

DEFINITION OF GRADE TERMS 

As used in these grades— 
“‘Sound’’ means free from water-soaked, decayed, sprouted, or otherwise un- 

sound onions. 
‘““Mature”’ means having reached a stage of development at which the onions 

are firm—not soft or spongy. 
“ Bright’? means having the normal, attractive, pearly luster of Bermuda 

onions. 
“Well shaped”? means having the general appearance of being round—not 

three, four, or five-sided, or badly pinched by dry, hard soil, or thick necked, but 
need not be of the exact, typical flat Bermuda shape. 

“One variety’? means one variety or type, such as the Crystal Wax or White 
Bermuda (white), or Yellow Bermuda (yellow), and not a mixture of different 
varieties or types. 

‘“Practically free from damage’’ means that the appearance shall not be 
injured to an extent readily apparent upon casual examination. 

‘‘Sunburn”’ means discoloration or other damage due to exposure to the sun, 
but does not mean the green color running down the ‘‘veins”’ in the Crystal Wax 
or White Bermuda (white) variety, unless such green color covers the surface 
between the veins. 

‘““Diameter’’ means the greatest dimension at right angles to a straight line 
running from the stem to the root. 

“Noticeably pink’’ means the pink color often found in the Yellow Bermuda 
variety, which is so conspicuous as to be readily apparent upon casual examina- 
tion of the lot. 
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